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Abstract
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is an imaging technique that creates two dimensi-
onal images of the scattering objects in the illuminated ground scene. The objects
in the illuminated ground scene may be truly stationary, e.g. buildings etc. or in
motion relative to these stationary objects, e.g. cars on a highway. In SAR, the
radar platform is moving during the imaging period, hence everything that the ra-
dar illuminates has motion relative to the radar platform. In order to specifically
detect objects on the ground that are moving relative to stationary ground objects
(often termed clutter), processing techniques called Ground Moving Target Indica-
tion (GMTI) techniques are required. This is especially required for targets that are
moving at relative velocities lower than the stationary clutter’s relative velocity to the
radar platform (endo-clutter detection). This dissertation investigates five multichan-
nel GMTI techniques being Displaced Phase Centre Antenna (DPCA), Along Track
Interferometry (ATI), Iterative Adaptive Approach (IAA), Space Time Adaptive Pro-
cessing (STAP) and Velocity SAR (VSAR) in literature and assesses the performance
of two selected GMTI techniques (ATI and DPCA) on simulated and measured radar
data to compare them and identify their strengths and weaknesses. The radar data
were measured with a C-band FMCW radar in a controlled environment with known
parameters and cooperating targets.
The performances of the techniques were assessed in terms of moving target de-
tection within clutter and sensitivity to inaccuracies in the physical system setup.
The DPCA technique exhibited some attractive characteristics over the ATI techni-
que. These included its robustness against false alarm in noise dominated cells - ATI
exhibited large phase residuals in noise dominated cells, due to the random nature
of the phase in these cells. Furthermore, DPCA seem to not suffer from false alarms
due to volumetric scattering of vegetation to the extent that was observed with ATI.
Lastly, DPCA exhibited more robustness against temporal misalignment errors in-
troduced between the measurement channels, compared to ATI.
These observations lead to the conclusion that DPCA would be a practically bet-
ter choice to implement for the purpose of moving target detection, compared to
ATI. However, a double threshold approach, which used DPCA as a pre-processing
step to ATI, proved to be superior to DPCA alone in terms of moving target indica-
tion within clutter and noise. This approach was verified through implementation on
the measured radar data in this study.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
A radar is a system that works by transmitting radiofrequency (RF) electromagnetic
waves towards an object which has the ability to reflect the waves [1]. The reflected
or scattered electromagnetic waves are then used to determine the presence of the
scattering object (target) and its range relative to the radar receiver [1]. The unique
ability of electromagnetic waves to penetrate through various materials and to not
be affected by weather conditions and light intensity made the radar system the best
invented tool for detection of military ships and aircraft during World War II [1]. The
discovery of the Doppler shift of electromagnetic waves by Christian Doppler allowed
the development of a radar system to estimate the relative velocity of moving targets
[2].
A radar system can be designed to be a continuous wave radar which transmits un-
modulated continuous signals or Frequency Modulated Continuous Waves (FMCW)
[3]. A radar can also be designed to be a pulsed radar which transmits pulse mo-
dulated signals or intra-pulse modulated signals [3]. A radar system can be used as
a search radar, imaging radar, navigational radar, weather radar or tracking radar
[3]. Each pulsed radar type has a unique Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF), antenna
aperture size, bandwidth, rotation speed, antenna type and beamwidth to enable it
to efficiently and effectively execute its set task [4].
1.1.1 Synthetic Aperture Radar
Radar systems have advanced substantially from only target detection and ranging,
as performed during World War II, to now also include the ability to perform target
imaging. There are two main techniques employed by imaging radars, namely Synt-
hetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and the Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR).
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Figure 1.1: SAR system setup [6].
Figure 1.2: SAR stripmap setup showing cross-range and ground range [6].
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SAR is a technique that uses the movement of the radar system mounted on a plat-
form to synthesize a large antenna aperture for imaging a stationary area on the
ground, typically with fine cross-range resolution and slant-range resolution [5]. The
SAR system setup is presented in Figure 1.1. SAR can operate either in stripmap
mode as shown in the left image or spotlight mode as depicted on the right image of
Figure 1.1 [6]. Figure 1.2 presents the SAR stripmap setup with the defined flight
path and flight velocity (Vp), cross-range (x), ground range (RB) and an antenna
beamwidth (θ).
Research and development into SAR technology was started by Carl Wiley in the
1950s and it still continues today [5]. This imaging technique creates two dimensio-
nal images called SAR images. A SAR image is a map of the scattering intensity of
objects in the illuminated image scene [2]. The achieved cross-range resolution is a
result of processing many pulses that are recorded at different spatial positions such
that they synthesize a large virtual antenna aperture. Cross-range resolution (∆CR)
is given by Equation (1.1) [5]
∆CR =
λRslant
2DSAR
(1.1)
where:
Rslant - slant range to middle of swath.
DSAR - effective aperture size resulting from the spatial displacement over which
the pulses were integrated to form the SAR image.
The slant-range resolution (∆R) is a function of the transmit signal’s bandwidth
as shown in Equation (1.2) [5]
∆R =
c
2B
(1.2)
The scene illuminated by the SAR system scatters (reflects) energy back to the radar
and the energy is recorded and processed to a two-dimensional (typically intensity)
image consisting of the cross-range dimension and the slant-range dimension [2]. The
SAR imaging technique is used, amongst others, for landscape imaging, crop moni-
toring, urban area mapping and classifications and Moving Target Indication (MTI).
1.1.2 Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar
ISAR is a two-dimensional high resolution imaging radar technique that uses the
movement of a target to create an image [4]. The radar system remains norminally
stationary, the motion of the illuminated target and the resultant Doppler changes of
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its scattering centers are used to form an image of that illuminated target [4]. Figure
1.3 shows the ISAR setup observing a ship moving across the ocean. The motion of
the ship and its Doppler histories were used to image the ship [6]. ISAR is used for
detection, identification and recognition of targets such as ships, military aircrafts
and missiles [5].
Figure 1.3: ISAR system setup [6].
1.1.3 Ground Moving Target Indication
Moving Target Indication (MTI) is a technique used to detect scattering objects which
are in motion and estimate their radial velocity with respect to the radar system. The
scattering objects that are in motion are called moving targets while any other stati-
onary scattering object results in undesired return signals (clutter) since they are not
of interest to MTI [2]. A MTI technique employed from an airborne platform such as
a satellite or an aircraft can be used to detect scattering objects that are moving on
the ground resulting in a technique called Ground Moving Target Indication (GMTI).
A SAR system can employ a GMTI technique, however, in SAR the radar plat-
form is moving hence everything that the radar illuminates has motion relative to
the radar platform. This makes it difficult for traditional MTI techniques to sepa-
rate moving objects from stationary objects. The aim of SAR GMTI is to detect
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targets that are moving on the ground with a certain radial velocity due to the radar
platform motion and target ground motion and importantly, detect the targets that
are moving at a radial velocity lower than the clutter’s maximum radial velocity (ter-
med endo-clutter detection). The SAR GMTI system setup is shown in Figure 1.4 [7].
Figure 1.4 shows the radar baseline B between the antenna A0 and A1 as the platform
travels with a velocity Vp. Vr is the moving object radial velocity detected by the
radar at the initial position [x0,y0,h] on the ground. ∆t is the amount of time it takes
the platform to travel the set antenna baseline. The radar system is mounted on a
moving platform and it is imaging the ground consisting of moving and stationary
objects [7].
Figure 1.4: SAR GMTI system setup [7].
SAR GMTI is mainly developed for surveillance of a ground patch of interest. The
surveyed area can be a battlefield, an enemy military camping base or a game reserve
for animal movement monitoring [8]. SAR GMTI significantly improves the accuracy
of fighter jet bombing technology as it can be observed on Figure 1.5 [8]. The figure
shows an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) equipped with SAR GMTI technology
which relays the information to a central point for evaluation and then the informa-
tion is sent to a fighter jet which then can accurately eliminate enemy ground moving
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objects on the battle field [8].
In GMTI, ground clutter could mask the desired signal returns from ground mo-
ving targets hence making it difficult to detect the targets and distinguish them.
This occurs when the radial velocity of the target detected by the radar is lower than
the radial velocity of the ground patch that the radar illuminates, i.e, the moving
target and the ground clutter occupy the same Doppler space by exhibiting the same
relative velocity, at that particular point in time.
There have been several techniques investigated and employed for clutter suppression
in GMTI. These techniques include Space Time Adaptive Processing (STAP), Dis-
placed Phase Center Antenna (DPCA), Non-uniform Linear Antenna Array (NULA),
Along Track Interferometry (ATI), Iterative Adaptive Approach (IAA) and many ot-
her methods [9]. These GMTI methods are outlined in detail in the following chapter.
Figure 1.5: Battlefield surveillance using a SAR GMTI system [8].
SAR GMTI techniques are implemented with specific antenna channel configurations.
The configurations can be implemented using a multi-pass single channel SAR system
or multi-channel single-pass SAR system. In a multi-pass single channel SAR system
two passes are required to form two SAR images of the same ground patch since the
radar consist of only one channel. In this SAR system a steady and identical flight
path is required to maintain the channel baseline. This study, however, investigates
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the Multi-channel single-pass SAR GMTI techniques.
A multi-channel system consist of two or more channels on the radar platform main-
taining a constant baseline through the flight path. Since the channels are on the
same platform only a single pass is required to form multiple SAR images of the
same ground patch. The multiple channels transmit and receive signals and allows
for coherent integration and processing. A multi-channel system also increases the
degree of freedom of the SAR GMTI system.
1.2 Objectives
The objectives of this study are to:
• assess and verify the performance of two GMTI techniques on simulated radar
data and on measured radar data.
• identify and compare the strengths and weaknesses of the two GMTI techniques
on simulated radar data and on measured radar data and indicate a practically
better performing technique between the two.
1.3 Methodology
In this study, multichannel SAR GMTI techniques are implemented and tested with
simulated radar data and measured radar data. The performance of the implemented
GMTI techniques (both simulated and practically measured) are compared to the
theoretical expected results and agreement is shown.
The simulated raw radar data were generated using a radar simulator environment
developed by the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR). This simu-
lator, however, only provides the raw data samples and thus all subsequent signal
processing is done from first principles, as part of the contribution of this study.
Real radar data were measured using a CSIR developed C-band radar system, in
a controlled environment on the CSIR campus in Pretoria. The radar parameters,
geometry and target movement characteristics were kept identical (to the best of the
author’s ability) between the simulated and real radar experiments, as to allow one
to one comparison between the results.
The simulated raw radar data and the measured radar data were processed into
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range-Doppler images which were then used to investigate the performance of the
GMTI techniques. A GMTI technique with superior performance characteristics,
specifically in terms of moving target indication within clutter and its sensitivity to
practical implementation non-idealties was identified.
1.4 Limitations
This study is limited to the investigation of five SAR GMTI techniques together
with their system setup and specifications in literature. Two of the five SAR GMTI
techniques were selected based on the system setup they require for data collection and
the implementation complexity of their algorithm on simulated data and measured
radar data. The two selected techniques were investigated using simulated radar data
and real radar data measured in a controlled environment. The controlled experiment
had limitations in terms of geometries which include the maximum height and speed
of the radar platform, the length of the radar platform rail as well as the clear area
that the radar can illuminate. The simulated scene was chosen to reflect the same
geometries that were used for practical radar data measurement. The radar system
used for real data measurements in a controlled experiment is a two receiver system
which set limits on the number of receive channels that the experiment can use. The
simulated data were generated using a radar simulator developed by the CSIR. The
simulations were limited to simple clutter modelling for testing together with additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
1.5 Layout of the study
This study is organized as follows:
Chapter 2: Literature Review
In this chapter, five GMTI techniques are reviewed in-depth. These techniques are:
DPCA, ATI, STAP algorithm, IAA algorithm and Velocity SAR (VSAR) for GMTI.
Each technique is briefly introduced and then its mode of operation as well as its
system setup is discussed in detail. The governing equations of each technique are
outlined. The performances and the limitations of the techniques are also outlined.
Chapter 3: Methodology
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The methodology followed in this study is outlined in this chapter. The metho-
dology states how the study developed and the criterion of how the two techniques
that were tested with simulated data and measured radar data were chosen. This
chapter also provides an overview of the performance characteristics that were inves-
tigated and how the performance was assessed. The simulated data used for testing
the techniques are also briefly introduced.
Chapter 4: GMTI Technique Evaluation Criterion
In this chapter the assessment criterion for the performance of the GMTI techniques
are presented. The criterion includes the GMTI characteristics such as the ability of
the techniques to indicate a moving target within clutter and the co-registration sen-
sitivity requirements for GMTI. The criterion is then used to assess the performance
of the GMTI techniques on simulated data and on measured radar data.
Chapter 5: Radar Simulations and Experiment Setup
This chapter presents the details of the data that is simulated. The simulated scene
that is illuminated by the radar is presented together with the direction of motion
of the radar platform. The experimental setup for radar data measurements in a
controlled environment is also outlined. The parameters of the simulated data and
experimental setup are presented in detail and the abilities of the radar simulator are
presented.
Chapter 6: Pre-processing of the Measured Radar Data for GMTI
This chapter presents the recorded radar data of the controlled GMTI experiment
that was conducted. The data results are processed to range-Doppler map level. Co-
registration and channel calibration technique used to prepare the recorded data for
GMTI techniques are presented in detail. The results of co-registration and channel
balancing/calibration are then presented.
Chapter 7: Performance Comparison of GMTI Techniques with Simu-
lated Data
The results of the two techniques that were chosen for testing with simulated data
are outlined in this chapter. The ability of each technique to indicate the presence
of moving targets within clutter is presented. The performance of the two techniques
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on data with co-registration errors is also presented. The performance of the two
techniques with simulated data is then assessed side-by-side.
Chapter 8: Performance Comparison of GMTI Techniques with Measured
Radar Data
The performance of two GMTI techniques being DPCA and ATI are assessed with
real radar data in this chapter. The data were measured in a controlled environment
with co-operating moving targets placed on the scene. The GMTI techniques are
assessed in-terms of their ability to indicate moving targets within clutter and their
sensitivity to channel misalignment or co-registration errors. The performance of the
GMTI techniques on measured radar data is also compared to the performance of the
techniques on simulated data. A combination of the DPCA and the ATI technique
called the double threshold approach is also briefly discussed and analysed with me-
asured radar data in this chapter. The methodology of how to correctly apply the
GMTI techniques on measured radar data is outlined in this chapter and the subse-
quent results are evaluated.
Chapter 9: Conclusion
A summary of how the investigation developed and how the GMTI techniques were
assessed is given. The performance of the two GMTI techniques on the simulated
data and real radar data is briefly discussed and the performance characteristics of
the identified GMTI technique are discussed.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter five multi-channel SAR GMTI techniques were discussed in detail with
emphasis into the design specifications and operation parameters of each system. The
performance of each technique was also assessed together with the advantages and
disadvantages of the technique. The constraints and limitations of each technique
were addressed with the goal to determine the SAR GMTI techniques to implement
and test with simulated data and measured SAR data.
2.2 GMTI using Displaced Phase Center Antenna
The main challenge with GMTI is suppressing or filtering the radar returns from
the ground and other stationary scatterers in order to isolate the moving scatterers.
These signal returns are termed clutter [10]. One of the earliest and simplest met-
hods used for clutter filtering in GMTI is DPCA [10]. DPCA is a non-adaptive,
two-dimensional filtering method that is used in multi-channel side-looking SAR to
suppress the clutter and enhance moving target returns [11]. The main principle of
DPCA is to compare radar data collected from the same point in space at different ti-
mes [10]. This method requires two or more receive channels for it to be implemented.
Data from the same point in space at different times is obtained by timing the posi-
tion of the second receive channel on a given pulse to electronically align with the 1st
channel on the next pulse. This requires precise pulse-to-pulse timing control and sets
restrictions on the Pulse Repetition Interval (PRI) [11]. The data can be collected in
three modes being;
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• the standard mode,
• double baseline mode and
• the ping-pong mode [11].
The standard mode requires that only one antenna transmits and receives while the
other antennas just receive energy. Figure 2.1 presents the standard data collection
mode with channel 1 transmitting and receiving indicated with the double-headed
red arrows (mono-static) and channel 2 and 3 receiving only indicated with red ar-
rows pointing up. For standard mode, the receiving antenna 2 has to travel half the
baseline for every PRI to align with the position of channel 1 [11].
The double baseline mode works in such a way that the two antennas take turns
in transmitting and receiving from PRI-to-PRI. This means while the first antenna
transmits the second antenna receives in that PRI then the second antenna transmits
while the first antenna receives in the next PRI. Figure 2.2 presents the double ba-
seline mode with the red arrows pointing down indicating the transmitting channel
and red arrows pointing up indicating the receiving channel.
Ping pong mode employs mono-static antennas where each channel transmits and
receives its own pulses [11]. For ping pong mode, the channels travel the full baseline
for them to image the same point in space at different times. The diagram presen-
ted on Figure 2.3 shows a three channel DPCA system setup and concept with a
ping-pong data collection mode.
Figure 2.1: 3 channel system setup with standard data collection mode [11].
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Figure 2.2: 2 channel system setup with double baseline data collection mode [11].
Figure 2.3: 3 channel system setup with ping pong data collection mode [11].
Figure 2.3 shows that as the three channel platform moves in the indicated direction
from pulse-to-pulse, the radar channels align in space. As observed in pulse #2,
channel 2 was aligned with channel 1 from the first transmitted pulse (Pulse #1)
and channel number 2 on the first pulse was aligned with channel number 3 of the
second pulse. This aligned channels collect data from the same point in space at diffe-
rent times hence allowing any changes that happen from pulse-to-pulse to be detected.
Once echo returns are received, typical SAR imaging algorithms such as chirp scaling
and range-Doppler algorithms are used to focus them into images [12]. The SAR ima-
ges obtained from each receive channel are then channel balanced and co-registered
in order to make sure that the pixels of the images are aligned and the motion due
to the radar platform is arrested [12]. This will ensure that all stationary objects
within the imaged scene are aligned in all SAR images that were created with data
from the same point in space (images from radar channels that are aligned). This
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will allow the two images from two aligned channels to be subtracted from each other
and hence cancel out the clutter present in both of them while leaving the moving
targets in the image since they will be changing position from pulse-to-pulse unlike
stationary ground clutter [10]. Figure 2.4 outlines the steps followed in applying the
DPCA method for clutter suppression.
Figure 2.4: Steps followed in applying DPCA for GMTI [10].
The moving target response in the SAR image created from each radar channel can
be represented by Equation (2.1) and Equation (2.3) below for channel 1 and channel
2 respectively [12]. The target has a radial velocity Vr over a PRI time span until it
is imaged by channel 2. The PRI is given by the time it takes for channel 2 to align
with channel 1 in space which depends on the platform velocity (Vp) and the distance
between the channels (d). Hence, the signals received by channel 2 has an additional
phase value induced by the target’s change in range as given by Equation (2.3).
z1 = ae
(jϕ) (2.1)
z2 = ae
[j(ϕ+ 2piPRIVr
λ
)] (2.2)
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z2 = ae
[j(ϕ+ 2pidVr
λVp
)]
(2.3)
Where:
a - amplitude of the return signal.
ϕ - phase of the return signal.
d - spacing between the channels.
λ - wavelength.
Vp - platform velocity.
Vr - target radial velocity.
After subtracting the two SAR images represented by z1 and z2, the DPCA results
obtained can be represented by Equation (2.4) [12].
zDPCA = |z1 − z2| =
∣∣∣a sin(pidVr
λVp
)∣∣∣ (2.4)
DPCA filtering is typically followed by a detection method applying Constant False
Alarm Rate (CFAR) thresholding algorithm on the magnitude values of the DPCA
results. CFAR processing allows the maximum tolerated probability of false alarm
(Pfa) to be set and hence provide a target threshold (T ) that will be used to indi-
cate the presence of the target given that it exceeds the set threshold [12]. This is
assuming that the clutter is Gaussian distributed and correlated from pulse to pulse.
Equation (2.5) below is used to calculate the target threshold given the probability
of false alarm (Pfa) and the average clutter intensity after DPCA around the target
(σ) [12].
T =
√
−4
pi
σ2 ln(Pfa) = kσ (2.5)
A moving target will be detected if its magnitude exceeds the determined threshold
(T ), that is, ∣∣∣a sin(pidVt
λVp
)∣∣∣ > kσ (2.6)
The magnitude of the moving target in the SAR image (zDPCA) depends on the tar-
get’s original amplitude (a) and the target’s radial velocity (Vr) according to Equation
(2.4), therefore the higher the radial velocity of a target the higher its intensity and
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the easier it is to be detected [12]. Rearranging Equation (2.6), the SCR is obtained
as a/σ, hence for a moving target to be detected
SCR =
a
σ
>
k
| sin(pidVr)/(λVp)| . (2.7)
DPCA filtering method requires precise hardware matching of all receive channels
and precise pulse-to-pulse timing control in order to suppress clutter sufficiently [11].
The pulse-to-pulse timing control is achieved by satisfying Equation (2.8) which pre-
sents the relationship between the system PRI, the platform velocity (Vp) and the
spacing between the system channels (d). Equation (2.8) means with each PRI, the
platform must travel the distance of the antenna channel spacing in order to collect
data from the same point in space, this data collection mode is called ”ping-pong”
[11]. For standard data collection mode, the antennas must travel half the baseline
to image the same point in space at different times.
PRI =
d
Vp
(2.8)
This means careful considerations should be taken in setting the channel spacing and
the velocity of the platform to achieve the required PRI. However, due to platform
velocity perturbations, the PRI will have to be varied in real time to accommodate
the platform velocity changes given the fixed antenna spacing.
The chosen PRI given the antenna spacing and the platform velocity limits the max-
imum radial velocity of ground moving targets that can be detected correctly by the
DPCA technique [13]. This is due to the blind velocity that is associated with the
chosen PRI given by Equation (2.9) [13]. Targets that are moving at a radial velocity
greater than the blind velocity will be detected with a wrong radial velocity due to
velocity ambiguity.
Vblind =
λ
2PRI
(2.9)
There are also other pulse timing constraints that must be satisfied due to the ra-
dars specific operation. For example, on a strip-map SAR mode, eclipsing and range
ambiguities play an important role in choosing the optimum PRI [14]. Eclipsing is
a situation whereby a strip-map SAR is receiving swath data from one pulse while
busy transmitting another pulse [14]. This will result in a loss of data since during
transmission of one pulse the receiving chain of the radar is switched off. Range
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ambiguity is when the SAR system receives main-beam signals from current pulse
while also still receiving swath data from the previous pulse [14]. This will result
in ambiguity in range. Both this conditions are due to the chosen PRI of the SAR
system. The PRI must be chosen such that all the desired signal returns from a swath
length are received from the current pulse before the swath data from the next pulse
starts. Hence, the chosen PRI must satisfy the constrains given in Equation (2.10)
and Equation (2.11) to avoid eclipsing and range ambiguity [14].
PRI ≥ 2Ls cos δ
c
(2.10)
PRI <
Dl
2Vp
(2.11)
Where:
Ls - swath length.
δ - grazing angle.
d - spacing between the channels.
Dl - physical length of antenna.
Vp - platform velocity.
These constraints related to the PRI and hence the PRF places rigid restrictions
on the design parameters for data collected for DPCA GMTI technique. DPCA re-
quires coherent difference of measurements at the same point in space at different
times and this requires a strict relationship between the PRI, the antenna spacing,
the platform velocity and the side-looking SAR collection geometry [11]. This is one
of the disadvantages of DPCA as compared to Non-Uniform Linear Antenna (NULA)
technique. Another disadvantage is the required precise hardware matching of the
receiving channels [11]. The receiving channels are sensitive to mismatches and this
can result in significant residual clutter which will make the DPCA method prone to
false alarms and hence reduce its sensitivity to slow moving targets [10].
DPCA is the simplest and computationally efficient technique to use for clutter sup-
pression in SAR GMTI. DPCA avoids the complications of having relative motion of
the ground clutter due to the motion of the radar platform. DPCA clutter cancella-
tion method acts as a notch filter with maximum suppression at zero velocity when
viewed in terms of the target velocity [11]. In [15], the DPCA algorithm is used for
SAR GMTI. However the velocity of the ground moving target is not estimated by
this technique [15].
DPCA is an ideal method to use when dealing with systems limited in size and
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complexity since it requires at least two antenna channels to be employed. The ef-
ficiency and effectiveness of DPCA in clutter suppression can also be improved by
combining it with other GMTI clutter suppressing methods such as ATI and others
[10].
2.3 GMTI using Along-Track Interferometry
ATI is a multi-channel SAR technique that was traditionally implemented for sea
surface observations to measure the currents on the ocean surface and to investigate
wave behaviour [16]. In this application the velocity of the ocean surface currents are
measured by detecting the difference in phase of the return signals received by two or
more channels from the same ocean surface patch [17]. The Doppler frequency shift
that is caused by the motion of the ocean surface produces the difference in phase
which is then used to determine the velocity of the ocean waves and surface [17].
Hence, similar to DPCA, ATI requires two or more receive channels in order to be
implemented. The ability of ATI to detect small ocean current velocities lead the
technique to also be adapted for GMTI.
The processing chain of ATI is similar to that of DPCA as shown in Figure 2.5.
The antenna channels are required to be placed along-track the motion of the SAR
platform. The antenna channels spacing as well as the radar PRI should be designed
such that the channels align from pulse to pulse as the SAR platform moves forward.
This will allow the aligned channels to measure data from the same point in space
but at different times [10].
The main difference between the processing chain of ATI compared to DPCA, is
that instead of subtracting the two complex SAR images after co-registration, an
interferogram is formed by multiplying one image with the complex conjugate of the
other [18]. This results in the residual phase of zero for stationary targets in the
imaged scene and non-zero phase for moving targets which is related to their radial
velocities [18]. The ability of the ATI technique to indicate the presence of moving
targets within clutter depends on the SCR of the data. A low SCR will result in the
phase of the moving target being contaminated and corrupted by the phase of clutter
and the target phase being undistinguishable [19]. This corrupt target phase will also
give incorrect radial velocity of the moving target [10]. This signifies that the ATI
technique is clutter limited.
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The ATI technique, just like the DPCA technique, has three modes in which it can
collect data for GMTI [19]. The three modes are the ”ping-pong” mode, ”standard”
mode and ”double baseline” mode, as discussed in Section 2.2.
Figure 2.5: Steps followed in applying ATI for GMTI [10]
Each of the three ATI data collection modes are governed by a set of equations to
make sure that the data collected is from the same point in space at a different time.
The data collection mode that was chosen to be simulated in this study is the standard
data collection mode. This mode uses two receive only channels and one transmit
channel which allowed for generation of simulated radar data that is similar to the
practically measured radar data.
The standard data collection mode requires that the SAR antenna spacing (base-
line) and the velocity of the platform be selected according to Equation (2.12) such
that the same ground patch is imaged by at least two different channels at a different
time determined by the system PRI. The moving target at that ground patch will
have a Doppler frequency in both the channels. The Doppler frequency of the target
(fd) as well as the time difference (PRI) between the formation of the two images
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creates an interferometric phase or phase difference (θtgt) between the two channels
given by Equation (2.13) [19].
PRI =
d
2Vp
(2.12)
θtgt = 2pifdPRI (2.13)
Substituting the Doppler frequency formula (fd =
2Vr
λ
) and the PRI formula given by
Equation (2.12) into Equation (2.13) produces Equation (2.14) below which represents
the interferometric phase in terms of platform velocity (Vp), target radial velocity (Vr),
channel separation baseline (d) and transmitted wavelength (λ).
θtgt =
2piVrd
λVp
(2.14)
Rearranging Equation (2.14), one can obtain the target radial velocity from the obtai-
ned phase difference using the platform velocity and the channel separation distance
as given by Equation (2.15).
Vr =
θtgtλVp
2pid
(2.15)
Doppler frequency ambiguities exist because of the phase folding every 2pi, hence
the maximum unambiguous phase difference is given by θtgtunamb = 2pi. Substitu-
ting this maximum unambiguous phase into Equation (2.15) results in the maximum
unambiguous target radial velocity that the ATI GMTI technique can detect given by
Equation (2.16) [19]. A target moving at a radial velocity greater than that presented
in Equation (2.16) will be detected ambiguously.
Vrunamb =
λVp
d
(2.16)
The minimum target velocity that can be detected by the standard ATI data col-
lection mode is determined by setting a phase threshold, Tθ. The phase threshold
is determined by the required probability of false alarm (Pfa) from the probability
density function of the recorded phase [19]. The MDV of a ground moving target is
then calculated using Equation (2.17). On the formed phase image (interferogram)
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after applying the ATI technique, any phase that is below the set phase threshold is
forced to zero and anything above that is declared as a ground moving target.
MDV =
λVpTθ
2pid
(2.17)
ATI technique for GMTI is mainly based on the phase created by the target and the
clutter. The phase is unaffected by the amplitude of the clutter [10]. This makes
ATI a powerful technique in suppressing strong and heterogeneous clutter such as
that produced by buildings in urban areas and mountainous terrains. ATI is also
computationally efficient and simple to implement similar to DPCA [10]. The ATI
detection provides direct measurement of the target radial velocity from the target
phase given that the target phase is not entirely corrupted by clutter phase and that
the phase is measured unambiguously. This radial velocity measurement can assist
in resolving the ambiguity between target azimuth angle and radial velocity in the
Doppler coordinate equation for geo-location [10].
The clutter suppression effectiveness of this technique deteriorates when operating
in conditions where clutter decorrelates from pulse to pulse [16]. This phase incon-
sistency is usually associated with volumetric scattering, e.g. from vegetation. The
inter-relationship between the MDV, the channel separation distances and the PRI
affects the extent of target velocities that can be detected by this technique. However
the fact that this technique is simple to implement, physically and mathematically,
and does not require assumptions or prior knowledge about the clutter conditions
makes it attractive.
2.4 GMTI using Space Time Adaptive Processing
Space Time Adaptive Processing (STAP) is a well-known clutter suppressing techni-
que that optimizes SINR. It is a two dimensional adaptive clutter filtering technique
that uses spatial samples from the elements of an antenna array and the temporal
samples from the multiple pulses of a coherent processing interval [21]. The first
optimum STAP filtering technique was described by Brennan and Reed in 1973 as
presented in [22].
The ground clutter returns of a moving SAR platform fall within a ridge in the
angle-Doppler domain due to the coupling of the angular position of a stationary
scatterer with Doppler frequency [5]. STAP aims at suppressing clutter and any ot-
her interference (e.g jamming) at the specific angle and Doppler frequency where it
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is present (the ridge for clutter) and increase the gain at the angle and Doppler fre-
quency where the target is [21]. This will then increase the SINR and hence maximize
the probability of target detection.
STAP uses a multi-channel array of transmitting and receiving elements that are
arranged along the direction of motion of the SAR platform to measure the spatial
characteristics [5]. The time in STAP is measured and distinguished in two ways, the
fast time and the slow time [5]. Fast time is the round trip time the electromagnetic
wave signal makes to and from a target and the slow time is the time between trans-
mission of pulses (repetition interval of pulses or PRI) [5]. STAP processes a cube
of data consisting of the three mentioned dimensions, the spatial, slow time and fast
time dimensions. Figure 2.6 depicts a basic data cube processed by STAP.
Figure 2.6: STAP data cube
The blocks along the slow time dimension of the data cube represents the pulses
transmitted (M dimension), hence in this data cube 5 pulses were transmitted. The
blocks in the spatial dimension represent the number of array antennas that are trans-
mitting and receiving signals (N dimension), in this case there are five antennas in
the array. The blocks in the fast time represent the range gates available in each
transmitted pulse, in this case there are seven range gates in each pulse. The red
blocks on the fast time along each transmitted pulse indicates a stationary target
detected in range gate number four by all five antennas. The Fourier Transform of
the spatial samples provides the angle dimension, the Fourier Transform of the slow
time samples provides the Doppler dimension, while the fast time samples provides
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the range dimension [5].
Figure 2.7 shows an illustration of the information obtained by taking the Fourier
Transform of the data cube presented in Figure 2.6 [21]. The coupling of the angular
position of clutter with Doppler frequency is shown in Figure 2.7 by the diagonal clut-
ter line across the angle and Doppler domain. Possible presence of jamming across all
frequencies along a constant angular position is also illustrated in the Figure [21]. A
moving target detected with negative Doppler frequency is also depicted in Figure 2.7
within all the interference present [21]. STAP technique is applied in such situations
to unmask the detected target from all the interference shown in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: Fourier Transform of the data cube showing the clutter ridge [21].
STAP endeavours to form a null at the interference angle and Doppler response region
to suppress that interference [21]. A null in a specific angle is formed by combining
the spatial samples from all the receiving antennas to form a beam with a null at the
angles with interference (clutter and jamming interference). The temporal samples
from the pulses in slow time are combined to form a Doppler filter with a null at
the frequency with interference [21]. This null formation is calculated using a STAP
algorithm.
A STAP algorithm consist of three major components namely; the training stra-
tegy, weight computation and weight application [21]. A weight vector, w, consists
of M number of pulses from each N number of antenna elements for each Coherent
Processing Interval (CPI), hence it is an M × N vector [21]. A STAP algorithm
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works on adaptively computing and optimising the weight vector w from the training
data and applying it to the CPI data of interest.
The training strategy of the STAP algorithm consist of a set of training rules. The
main aim of the training strategy is to calculate the best estimate of clutter interfe-
rence that is present at a certain range gate of interest within a CPI. The training
rules are applied on the CPI data from the M pulses of the N elements to produce
new data called the training data [21]. The interference-plus-noise covariance matrix
is then estimated from the training data and then the weight vector w is calculated.
The training strategy uses data from several neighbouring range gates to estimate the
interference that is present at the range gate of interest. The number of range gates
used for the estimation must be enough to provide a sufficiently accurate estimate of
interference [21]. This dependence in the number of range gates available in each CPI
means the training strategy is affected by the chosen system PRI and the instantane-
ous bandwidth [21]. The training data computed by the training rules from the CPI
data changes with the non-stationarity of the interference, hence for each change in
the training data, a new weight vector is calculated [21].
The interference-plus-noise covariance matrix is not known during real time ope-
ration, and has to be estimated from the training data [23]. Therefore the training
data should not contain the signal of interest since it will be mistaken for interference
and be nulled by the weighting vector together with the real interference [23]. To
avoid this, enough guard gates around the range gate of interest must be specified
together with enough range gates for interference estimation. Clutter in most cases
is not homogeneous, therefore taking many range gates for the estimation of the in-
terference matrix might give poor results. The non-stationarity or the heterogeneity
of clutter makes it impossible to be suppressed entirely from an imaged scene [23].
STAP works well with stationary or homogeneous clutter and unfortunately clutter
is not always homogeneous.
The abrupt changes in the clutter characteristics within each CPI results in a new
training data set which requires re-computation of the weighting vector and hence
a new estimate of the covariance interference matrix [22]. This is computationally
intense when working with radar systems taking large samples or snapshots of areas
of interest. Reducing the dimensions of the adaptive weight vector (M × N) will
reduce the computation intensity of STAP but at the cost of limiting available range
gates for the estimation of the covariance interference matrix, resulting in suboptimal
interference suppression [23].
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2.5 GMTI using Iterative Adaptive Approach
Iterative Adaptive Approach (IAA) is a technique that was originally developed for
source localizations [24]. Source localization involves estimating the location and sig-
nal power spectrum of sources in an observed field [24]. In array processing IAA is
used for the estimation of the direction of arrival (DoA) of waveforms [24]. Recently
IAA has been applied in radar imaging and missing data estimation [25]. IAA is
a non-parametric iterative method that is based on a weighted least squares appro-
ach for spectral estimation [26]. The adaptation of IAA to radar imaging requires a
multi-channel imaging radar.
The echoes from an observed ground swath received by the multi-channels are used
to estimate the amplitude and phase of the scattering objects in that snapshot with
high resolution and low sidelobes in both the cross-range and range dimension [27].
This then results in a clear separation of the clutter ridge and the slow ground mo-
ving targets outside the clutter ridge [27]. The IAA algorithm assumes that the echo
signals from the ground is arranged in a data vector described by Equation (2.18)
[26].
y = Aα+ e (2.18)
Where:
y - measured data vector.
A - steering matrix.
α - vector containing unknown amplitude and phase.
e - vector containing interference plus noise.
The steering matrix A is made up of steering vectors a(θk) where θ is the azimuth
angle between the target and the radar line of sight, k is the range bin number of
the illuminated swath [27][28]. The steering matrix is an [M × k] matrix where M
is the number of antennas along-track. In one CPI, the angle θ is constant for each
range bin k of interest [27]. The vector α contains the scattering coefficients αk of
each range gate with amplitude and phase, making it a [k × 1] column vector. The
measured data vector y then becomes a [M × 1] vector. The steering vectors a(θk)
are given by Equation (2.19) below [26][29].
a(θk) = [e
−j(2pif/c)d1 sin θk , ..., e−j(2pif/c)dM sin θk ]T (2.19)
Equation (2.19) is a column vector consisting of M number of rows which represent
the number of antennas in the array and one column representing the range gate k of
interest making a [M × 1] column vector [29]. From Equation (2.19), dM represents
the antenna spacing from the first antenna d1.
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The IAA algorithm works such that it iteratively estimates the back scattering coef-
ficients αk with accuracy and low sidelobes [27]. From the estimated scattering
coefficients the signal power is given by pk = |αk|2. The signal power is then upda-
ted in a diagonal power matrix P [26]. The updated power is then subtracted from
the power of the previous iteration and the difference is compared to a convergence
threshold, . When the power difference from two successive iterations is smaller than
the convergence threshold, the IAA algorithm has converged. The steps of the IAA
algorithm are given below.
• Step 0: Initialize, i = 0, α(i) = AHy then
Calculate, Pi = diag(|α(i)|2).
• Step 1: Increment i.
Calculate R(i) = AP(i−1)AH
• Step 2: For all k = 1,..., K,
Calculate α(k,i) =
aHk R
−1
(i)y
aHk R
−1
(i)ak
Update P(i) = diag(|α(k,i)|2)
• Step 3: Evaluate ||P(i) −P(i−1)||2 < 
Repeat from Step 1 until convergence.
The IAA algorithm is not a clutter suppressing algorithm but a high resolution algo-
rithm for estimating the scattering coefficient of objects in the illuminated scene as
can be observed in [27]. It can be observed that after applying IAA on the simula-
ted point targets and distributed targets in [27], the targets are displayed with high
resolution, accuracy and low sidelobes. However the targets that can be classified
as clutter, at zero range and azimuth, are still present in the processed image. For
GMTI, IAA algorithm is usually incorporated with a clutter removing or nulling al-
gorithm. The RELAX algorithm can be used to estimate the intensity of the clutter
and cancel it from the measured data and then apply the IAA algorithm after as
executed in [29], hence isolating targets that are not on the clutter ridge.
The IAA algorithm can also be used together with STAP algorithm as depicted in
[30]. The IAA algorithm is used to estimate the clutter plus noise covariance matrix
from the training data and then the covariance matrix is used to design the STAP
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filter for clutter suppression and moving target indication [30]. IAA algorithm works
in both homogeneous and heterogeneous clutter [28]. The high resolution spectral
estimates of both clutter and moving targets for each range bin calculated by IAA
algorithm is used as a clutter plus noise covariance matrix which aids STAP to create
an effective clutter suppressing filter and detect ground moving targets [30].
2.6 GMTI using Velocity SAR
Velocity SAR (VSAR) is a radar imaging system that can detect and focus scatterers
that are in motion while rejecting the scatterers that are stationary on the ground
surface [31]. VSAR employs linear antenna arrays and it is able to construct a 3-
dimensional image consisting of the range, azimuth and velocity domains [31]. VSAR
is a single-output multiple-input radar, which means it consists of one transmitting
element and multiple receive only elements along track the radar direction of motion
[32]. The ability of VSAR to construct a 3-dimensional image with range, azimuth
and velocity, and its ability to reject stationary scatterers (clutter) on the ground
qualifies as a MTI system [31]. VSAR configuration is presented in Figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8: VSAR configuration [31].
Figure 2.8 shows that the transmitter and first receiver are co-located at position d0,
the other subsequent receivers are located at distances d1, d2, d3, d4 until d(m−1) (m
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is the total number of antennas used) on the same platform along the direction of
motion of the radar. The multiple receive antennas each receive pulses from the same
location in space at different times, hence they all image the same area. A single
complex SAR image from one receive antenna consists of the range and azimuth di-
mensions only, zm(r, az) (m = 1, 2, 3..) [32].
VSAR works by combining the complex SAR images from all the receive antennas
into a 3-dimensional matrix consisting of range, azimuth and space, zm(r, az,m) [31].
A Fourier transform of this 3-dimensional matrix along the m dimension results in
a range, azimuth and velocity matrix, Z(r, az, v). Then each radial velocity plane
along the velocity dimension of the matrix is shifted by a radial velocity proportional
to the velocity of the radar platform to compensate for the azimuth displacement
that was induced by the motion of the platform [31]. After the compensation, all
scatterers will then be at their right radial velocity planes for the radial velocity that
they induced if they were in motion and all stationary clutter will be at the zero
radial velocity plane on the matrix Z(r, az, v). The zero radial velocity plane will be
the first plane along the velocity dimension of the matrix Z(r, az, v) [32]. To suppress
the stationary clutter, the zero radial velocity plane is removed and replaced by zeros
hence cancelling the amplitude and phase contributions of the stationary clutter [32]
[33]. The block diagram of the VSAR system is presented in Figure 2.9 [31].
Figure 2.9: VSAR processor block diagram [31].
The constant distance between the multiple receive antennas ,d, is determined by the
velocity of the radar platform (Vp), the coherent integration time (Tcpi) and the total
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number of receive antenna used (m) as shown by Equation 2.20 [31]. This constant
spacing determines the maximum unambiguous radial velocity that the VSAR system
can estimate. The maximum unambiguous radial velocity is calculated by Equation
2.21 [31].
d =
2VpTcpi
m
(2.20)
Vrunamb =
Vpλ
d
(2.21)
Substituting Equation 2.20 into Equation 2.21 results in Equation 2.22 which illus-
trates that as the number of receive antennas increase, the maximum unambiguous
radial velocity increases. This means that faster ground moving targets can be de-
tected unambiguously by using more receive antennas. Equation 2.23 also shows that
the radial velocity resolution increases as more receive antennas are used [31].
Vrunamb =
mλ
2Tcpi
(2.22)
vres =
2Vrunamb
m
(2.23)
The performance of VSAR increases as the receive antennas increases however, incre-
asing the number of receivers increases the cost and the complexity of the system [33]
[34]. The weight of the system and the size also increases as the number of antennas
increase [31]. VSAR also has a disadvantage of potentially cancelling fast moving
targets which allias to the zero radial velocity plane due to Doppler ambiguities [32]
[33] [34]. The number of computations to focus the received data into SAR images
also increases as the number of receive elements increases, hence, a compromise has
to be reached in the design of a VSAR system which optimizes the effective system
size, computational performance, detection performance and cost.
2.7 Conclusion
Five GMTI techniques were presented and explored in detail in this chapter. The
advantages and disadvantages of each technique under investigation were outlined
and this enables a selection of two GMTI techniques to be investigated further with
simulated data and real measured radar data. The DPCA technique and the ATI
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technique allows for implementation with only two receive channels while STAP and
VSAR techniques require more than two receive channels to be implemented. The
IAA algorithm like STAP, is computationally intensive as it runs iteratively until con-
vergence. The following chapter looks at how two GMTI techniques will be selected
from the explored five for further analysis, and provides the methodology that will
be followed in their investigation.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
The purpose of this study is to investigate multichannel GMTI techniques in terms
of their performance . In the previous chapter, a literature review of five multichan-
nel SAR GMTI techniques were presented, focussing on their capability to indicate
moving targets within clutter, their implementation complexity, efficiency and how
sensitive they are to errors in their practical realisation (mechanical, assumed plat-
form velocity, etc.). The limitations of the techniques have also been noted.
From the five techniques investigated in the literature review, two techniques are
now selected to be investigated further with simulated radar data as well as measu-
red radar data. The two techniques are;
• DPCA
• ATI
DPCA and ATI were chosen due to the simplicity of their implementation and their
wide applicability in practical GMTI radar system. Both of these techniques can be
implemented on a two-receiver radar system, which allows their practical evaluation
using the CSIR measurement radar that is available for this purpose.
By using simulated and real radar data, the performance of the two techniques will
be evaluated and compared in terms of a specific criterion. This criterion include the
ability of the techniques to indicate the moving target within clutter and their sensi-
tivity to system setup non-idealities. Chapter 4 discusses this evaluation criterion in
more detail.
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart showing the methodology of the study.
The flowchart in Figure 3.1 summarizes the followed methodology of this study. The
simulated data were generated with a radar data simulator, developed by the CSIR.
The description of the simulator and the data set it produces is outlined in Chapter
5. The experimental setup for controlled, practical radar data measurements is also
outlined in Chapter 5.
The practical experiment had limitations in terms of geometries which include the
maximum height and speed of the radar platform, the length of the radar platform
rail as well as the clear area that the radar can illuminate. The simulated scene
was chosen to reflect the same geometries that were used for practical radar data
measurement. This enabled the simulated data and the measured radar data to be
comparable one-to-one and between DPCA and ATI.
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Chapter 4
GMTI Technique Evaluation
Criterion
4.1 Introduction
In this study, the two selected GMTI techniques are applied to simulated data as well
as real radar data measured in a controlled environment. This chapter presents a
criterion that was used to evaluate the performance of these techniques on simulated
data and measured radar data.
4.2 Moving Target Indication within Clutter
The main objective of GMTI techniques is to reject returns from stationary clutter
and detect moving targets that could reside inside the Doppler spectrum of the clutter
(endo-clutter targets) or outside the clutter Doppler spectrum (exo-clutter targets).
The ability of the GMTI techniques to indicate moving target signals within clutter
will be used as one of the selection performance qualities. The DPCA technique indi-
cates moving targets using magnitude while the ATI technique indicates the moving
target using the resulting interferometric phase as outlined in Chapter 2.
The DPCA technique achieves this target indication by suppressing the magnitude of
the clutter signals and improving the SCR. The SCR improvement is the measure of
how the DPCA technique improved the dominance of the target signal by reducing
that of the clutter signal. Hence, indicating the moving target.
The ATI technique achieves moving target indication by subtracting the identical
phase from stationary clutter that is present in two complex radar images to zero
radians. This exposes the phase anomaly resulting from the moving target. The
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moving target creates this phase anomaly by inducing a different phase in each com-
plex radar image which doesn’t cancel down to zero radians when the two images are
conjugately multiplied. The measure of the residual clutter phase as compared to the
measure of the moving target phase after applying ATI shows the performance and
ability of the ATI technique to indicate moving targets within clutter.
The simulated data and the measured radar data were focused into range-Doppler
maps. The power received was extracted from the range-Doppler maps before and
after applying each GMTI technique. This allowed an assessment of how much clutter
is left after GMTI processing as compared to the detected target signal.
4.3 Sensitivity to Practical Implementation Non-
idealities
Multichannel SAR GMTI techniques need accurate knowledge of the arrangement of
the radar’s antennas, their spacing, the PRF that the radar system operates at and
the velocity of the platform that carries the radar system. In practice, however, these
parameters may differ from their theoretical or designed values.
Simulation will be used to investigate the effect of antenna spacing errors. Data
will be simulated which has slightly misaligned antenna spacing. This data set will
be used to analyse the sensitivity of each GMTI technique to platform system errors.
A favourable technique would effectively indicate moving targets within clutter even
under non-ideal conditions.
Using the recorded radar data, intentional misalignment between the radar channels
will be introduced. This will represent a case where either the radar platform velocity
is different from the constant required velocity or where a wrong or different PRF is
used for data recording. The two receive channels will not be exactly illuminating the
same point in space at different times and hence result in co-registration errors. This
will result in less effective clutter suppression and phase cancellation when performing
GMTI processing. The sensitivity of the GMTI techniques will then be assessed with
this channel misaligned data.
4.4 Conclusion
The evaluation criterion for assessing the performance of the GMTI techniques on
simulated data and on real measured radar data was discussed. The criterion con-
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sists of two GMTI quality measures being distinguishing moving targets from ground
clutter as well as sensitivity to practical implementation non-idealities. In the next
chapter, the setup for the simulated data will be discussed as well as the setup for
the measurement of practical radar data in a controlled environment.
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Chapter 5
Radar Simulations and Experiment
Setup
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the radar system setup for simulated data and the controlled
experimental setup for radar data measurements. The parameters used for data
simulation are presented together with the details and parameters of the controlled
experiment.
5.2 Radar Data Simulations
The simulations in this study were performed using a radar simulator designed and
implemented previously at the CSIR. The simulator is implemented in MATLAB for
generation of raw radar data only and has been used for testing and development
of an image focusing SAR processor [35]. The raw data simulator has the ability to
simulate different sensor configurations with different radar parameters. The output
of the radar simulator is the radar’s received samples, i.e. before any digital signal
processing [35]. In this study, this raw radar data output was focused into range-
Doppler maps for GMTI processing and analysis.
In this study, the simulator was used to simulate a multichannel radar scenario with
stationary point scatterers on the ground representing stationary clutter and ground
moving scatterers as moving targets. The simulator only simulates point scatterers
hence the simulated ground clutter and moving target were represented as point scat-
terers with AWGN added. It is noted that modelling clutter as a point scatterer with
AWGN added is not a sufficient way to represent the scattering characteristics, am-
plitude distribution characteristics and space correlation characteristics of real radar
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clutter. The stationary scatterer simulated represent a discrete point and in order for
the target and clutter to influence each other in the simulations, the complex clutter
range-Doppler cell was added to the complex target range-Doppler cell. This way the
magnitude and phase of the radar signal returns for clutter and target had influence
on each other given that they were initially simulated at different locations. This is
a simplified approach to model stationary ground clutter as a discrete clutter point
whose RCS varies with aspect angle and frequency. Identical processing is applied to
both the clutter and the target.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the simulated scenarios. Each scenario had a target either
moving east (target 1), west (target 2) or orthogonal (target 3) relative to the ra-
dar. The radar setup simulated had two receive only antennas and one transmit only
antenna. The data collection mode for the simulation was the ”standard mode”, as
discussed in Chapter 2 Subsection 2.2.1, whereby one dedicated transmit antenna is
used with two dedicated receive antennas.
Figure 5.1: Simulated scene with a stationary scatterer and a moving target.
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The assumptions made in simulating the data were that the platform moved along a
straight trajectory that was level and the data were collected in a strip-map SAR mode
configuration. Zero squint angle was also assumed. The two receive antennas and the
transmit antenna were also assumed to be positioned on a straight line along-track
the platform motion and were separated by a predetermined baseline. Only two scat-
terers were simulated and the atmospheric effects were not included in the simulation.
The simulation parameters were chosen and calculated to be the same as those used
to measure real radar data during the radar experiment (as discussed in Chapter 3).
The performance parameters for the simulated scenario are as follows;
• Center Frequency, f = 5.5 GHz
• Pulse Repetition Frequency, PRF = 1501.5 Hz
• Duty Cycle, Tdc = 100%
• Transmitted power, Pt = 10 W
• Instantaneous pulse bandwidth, B = 100 MHz
• Analogue to digital sampling rate, fs = 200 MHz
• Noise Figure, F = 15 dB
• Transmit and receive antenna beamwidth, θB = 34.72◦ (0.61 radians)
• Simulation duration, t = 30 s
• Measured scene size, Rms = 36 m
• Platform Velocity, Vp = 1.2 m/s
• Number of receive channels, ChnRx = 2
• Number of transmit channels, ChnTx = 1
• Antenna physical spacing (baseline), d = 118.5 mm
• Radar look angle towards scene center, φelev = 61.05◦
• Number of moving targets, tgt = 1
• Moving target ground velocity, Vtgt = 1 m/s
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• Number of stationary scatterers, clutter = 1
• Initial Position of moving Target 1 [x y z], PoT1= [0 117 0] m
• Initial Position of moving Target 2 [x y z], PoT2= [19 129 0] m
• Initial Position of moving Target 3 [x y z], PoT3= [0 145 0] m
• Initial Position of radar Platform [x y z], PoP= [-18 0 15] m
• Position of Stationary Scatterer [x y z], PoS= [13 125 0] m
The above performance parameters were chosen to result in a cross range resolution
(∆CR) of 0.05 m using Equation (1.1) and a slant-range resolution (∆R) of 1.5 m
using Equation (1.2). A PRF of 1501.5 Hz was used during the simulation of the raw
radar data and during the measurement of real radar data. This specific value was
chosen to make sure that the sweep rate of the real radar used with a high pass filter
in the front-end does not cut-off the near ranges in the measured data. The decimals
in the PRF are due to the radar clocks in the real radar being integer multiples. The
center frequency was constrained to 5.5 GHz due to the radar hardware that was
available. The simulated noise figure of 15 dB was also from the hardware setup of
the radar used for real data measurement.
Since the measured ground scene is 80 m wide, the radar channel measurement had
53 range gates. The simulation represented 30 s worth of data with a PRI of 0.666
ms, which results in 45045 pulses per simulation. Hence, the simulated radar raw
data matrix was 53×45045 in size for each channel.
Three scenarios were simulated, each one with a target moving at 1 m/s in vari-
ous direction as depicted on Figure 5.1. Each moving target was simulated with an
RCS of a triangular trihedral with 30 cm dimensions. According to Equation 5.1, the
peak RCS (σRCS) of the triangular trihedral is 13.6 m
2 at a frequency of 5.5 GHz and
dimension length, A, of 30 cm [36]. These trihedrals were also used in the controlled
experiment for measurement of radar data.
σRCS =
4piA4
3λ2
(5.1)
Each simulated target scenario was expected to have a unique radial velocity change
and slant range change throughout the 30 s simulation time. Figure 5.2 shows the
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expected radial velocity change over 30 s (45045 pulses) for target moving east (blue
line), target moving west (red line) and target moving orthogonal (green line). A plot
of the expected change in slant range of the targets, relative to the radar, over the 30
s simulation period is presented in Figure 5.3.
The simulated raw data were not processed for the whole 30 s (45045 pulses), instead,
only selected intervals were used, as indicated in Figure 5.2. The selected intervals
(interval (1) to (6)) in Figure 5.2 corresponds to the range and radial velocity in Fi-
gure 5.3, taking only 4096 pulses (212 pulses) from the indicated pulse number. This
way the GMTI techniques were investigated at various azimuth angles and target po-
sitions yielding different target radial velocities for different moving target scenarios.
Figure 5.2: Expected radial velocity change of targets at all simulated pulse instances.
(1) Pulse no.2048 and (2) Pulse no.18000 for east moving target, (3) Pulse no.12000
and (4) Pulse no.24200 for target moving west, (5) Pulse no.12000 and (6) Pulse
no.22000 for target moving orthogonal towards radar.
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Figure 5.3: Expected range and radial velocity change of targets over the simulation
period. (1) and (2) for target moving east, (3) and (4) for target moving west, (5)
and (6) for target moving orthogonal towards the radar
5.3 Experiment Setup Description
The performance of the GMTI techniques investigated in this study was assessed
with simulated data and with real measured data using the same parameters. For
the practical experimentation, the radar data were measured in an experimentally
controlled environment with known moving target, target speed and clutter features.
This enabled the GMTI techniques to be investigated with measured radar data of
known properties.
The system parameters used for the recording of measured radar data are presen-
ted as follows;
• Center Frequency, f = 5.5 GHz
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• Pulse Repetition Frequency, PRF = 1501.5 Hz
• Duty Cycle, Tdc = 100%
• Transmitted power, Pt = 10 W
• Bandwidth, B = 100 MHz
• Sampling rate, fs = 200 MHz
• Transmit and receive antenna beamwidth, θB = 34.3◦
• Recording duration, t = 30 s
• Measured scene size, Rms = 36 m
• Platform Velocity, Vp = 1.2 m/s
• Number of receive channels, ChnRx = 2
• Number of transmit channels, ChnTx = 1
• Antenna physical spacing (baseline), d = 118.5 mm
• Radar look angle towards scene center, φelev = 61.05◦
• Polarization - VV
• Number of moving targets, tgt = 1
• Moving target ground velocity, Vtgt = 1 m/s
The radar used during the controlled experiment employed a multichannel configu-
ration. Two receive channels and a dedicated transmit channel were used. For both
transmit and receive, horn antennas with a nominal 34.3◦ beamwidth in the E-plane
and H-plane were used. The horn antennas had a gain of 13.8 dB at 5.5 GHz.
The two receive channels were separated by 118.5 mm from phase centre to phase
centre along track the radar motion. The data collection mode employed was the
standard mode, as discussed in Chapter 2, Subsection 2.2.1. The radar employed
a Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) mode operation, which means
that the radar was continuously transmitting and receiving at the same time. This
data measurement mode allowed for the performance investigation of DPCA GMTI
technique and ATI GMTI technique.
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Figure 5.4: The image of the radar and the moving platform from the back.
The radar was mounted on a platform moving on a 150 m rail on the roof of a building
on the CSIR campus in Pretoria, South Africa, with its antennas pointing exactly
perpendicular to the direction of motion of the radar platform. Figure 5.4 presents the
image of the radar and the trolley it was mounted on, which facilitated the movement.
For the moving target, a triangular trihedral (corner reflector) was carried by a per-
son that walked on the ground below the radar. The corner reflector had RCS of
13.6 m2 as determined by Equation 5.1. The moving target travelled in the same
predetermined directions as the simulated moving targets outlined in Figure 5.1. The
illuminated ground had vegetation, carports and a tar road making the resulting
clutter heterogeneous. Figure 5.5 illustrates the experimental setup and the top view
photo of the location for the practical radar data measurement.
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Figure 5.5: Top view map of the experiment setup for real data measurement.
Figure 5.5 shows the three paths marked with dotted yellow arrow lines that the
moving targets used during the experiment. The target paths are labelled target
path 1, target path 2 and target path 3.
• Target path 1 represents the target that moved east, parallel and same direction
as the radar platform, at an average velocity of 1 m/s while carrying a corner
reflector.
• Target path 2 represents the target that moved west, parallel and opposite
direction to the motion of the radar platform, at an average velocity of 1 m/s
while carrying a corner reflector.
• Target path 3 is for a target that moved orthogonal, towards the radar platform,
at an average velocity of 1 m/s without a corner reflector enhancing the radar
returns.
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These target positions and target paths correspond to that of the simulated data,
and they produced distinct radial velocities and slant ranges relative to the radar as
depicted in Figure 5.3. The radar platform was approximately 15 m high above the
ground level where the ground targets moved, which results in a look angle of 61.05◦.
The radar platform was travelling at an average velocity of 1.2 m/s on a 150 m long
rail indicated in Figure 5.5. During the experiment, only about 36 m of this rail was
used, as indicated with green lines on Figure 5.5. The radar system moved east for
every radar data recording while illuminating the ground scene depicted in Figure
5.5.
5.4 Conclusion
The simulated scenario and the radar data measurement experiment with the multi-
channel SAR setup was presented in this chapter. The parameters used in the data
simulations and radar data measurements were also outlined. In the next chapter,
the results obtained from the practical measured scene are presented. The radar data
pre-processing required before applying the GMTI techniques is also outlined.
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Chapter 6
Pre-processing of the Measured
Radar Data for GMTI
6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the pre-processing of the practically measured raw radar data
outlined in Chapter 5 under the experimental setup description subsection. Details
of the data and the type of pre-processing performed on it before GMTI processing
are outlined. The exact imaged area is depicted with labels on a range-Doppler map.
6.2 The Imaged Scene
The experimental setup description from Chapter 5 detailed how the experimental
data were measured and illustrated the scene of interest to be measured to obtain
SAR data for GMTI under a known controlled environment. The actual scene that
was illuminated and measured by the radar is the one presented in Figure 6.1 below.
The image in Figure 6.1 was obtained from Google Earth. From Figure 6.1 one
can clearly see the position of the radar and its distance from labelled objects of
interest. One target was used in this data measurement and display. The target was
moving east along the yellow dotted arrow line (target path 1) indicated on the image.
A stationary corner reflector was placed on the ground as observed and there was a
vertical metal pole next to it. A bush creating a diagonal line across the imaged scene
can also be observed together with a corrugated iron parking bay. These structures
mentioned were one of the points of interest that marked the experimental scene.
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Figure 6.1: View of the experimental setup scene where radar data were measured.
Figure 6.2: A labelled range-Doppler map of the imaged scene.
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Figure 6.2 presents the range-Doppler map of the imaged scene with all the structures
of interest labelled. The corrugated iron roofed parking as well as the diagonal bush
is clearly visible in the range-Doppler image. The stationary corner reflector and the
steel pole can also be observed. The moving target in-front of the corrugated iron
roofed parking is seen smearing across range and Doppler bins as it was in motion
during coherent integration.
6.3 Data Pre-processing
When using multiple radar channels to image the same point in space at different
time instances, the multiple channel receive chains are required to be equal in terms
of their frequency responses, so as to enable the detection of any change occurring
in the area observed [37]. In practice, however, RF systems differ slightly in thier
frequency responses, due to component tolerances, regardless of how similar in built
the systems are [37]. Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 present the range-Doppler maps for-
med using receive channel 1 and channel 2 data recorded from the depicted scene in
Figure 6.1. Clearly, it can already be observed that the power intensity of the two
range-Doppler maps are different, indicating a difference in the analogue gain of the
two receive channels, since the digital processing applied to both were the same. This
difference can also be observed from Figure 6.5 which shows the power level of a single
range bin across all the pulses, for channel 1 and channel 2. For GMTI, the different
frequency responses of the multiple receive channels must be corrected so as to be
sensitive to changes in the scene that occurred over time, using multiple channels.
This correction can be achieved by channel balancing/equalization.
In order to detect and indicate the ground moving targets within stationary clut-
ter using two or more channels, the channels must be co-registered and balanced over
frequency, so as to achieve significant clutter suppression. Radar channel balancing
and co-registration are two crucial steps in multi-channel SAR GMTI.
6.3.1 Channel Co-registration
Channel co-registration is performed first before channel balancing, and is required
to ensure that the received signals of both channels are compared when each is at
exactly the same point in space. Channel co-registration can be performed in the
time domain or via multiplication with a suitable phase in the Doppler domain [38].
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Figure 6.3: Channel 1 range-Doppler map.
Figure 6.4: Channel 2 range-Doppler map.
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In the time domain, channel co-registration is performed by discarding the first few
pulses of the aft radar channel so as to account for the radar platform velocity, the
spacing(baseline) between the channels and the PRF used in capturing the data. The
number of pulses to discard are calculated by determining the time delay (td) it takes
the aft antenna to travel the set channel baseline (d) from phase center to phase
center (td = d/Vp), then dividing that time delay by the system PRI (td/PRI) for
ping-pong data collection mode [38]. For standard data collection mode, the time
delay is calculated for travelling half the antenna baseline (td = d/2Vp).
Figure 6.5: Channel 1 and Channel 2 before channel balancing.
In the Doppler domain, the time delay (td) due to the antenna baseline corresponds
to a systematic azimuth phase (φd = −Vrd/λVp) for standard data collection mode.
For ping-pong mode, the azimuth phase is (φd = −2dVr/λVp) [38]. Multiplying the
aft channel data with the conjugate exponential term exp(jφd) co-registers the radar
channels and removes the azimuth phase ramp due to the antenna baseline [38]. Co-
registration was performed in the time domain on the images of Figure 6.3 and Figure
6.4 hence the maximum scatterer indicated (corner reflector) is at the same range and
Doppler bin on both images.
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6.3.2 Channel Balancing
In order to achieve channel equalization, algorithms such as linear fitting algorithm,
eigen-decomposition algorithm and adaptive 2-dimensional algorithm have been sug-
gested in previous GMTI experiments [39]. For the eigen-decomposition algorithm
proposed and implemented by Gierull in [38], the auther found that the compres-
sion of the entire clutter energy for each Doppler frequency into a one-dimensional
subspace can be achieved by determining the spectral density matrix (power spectral
matrix) of rank one for the recorded clutter [38]. The eigenvector that corresponds to
the largest eigenvalue from the spectral density matrix can then be used to estimate
azimuthal phase errors and calibrate the radar channels [38, 39]. This algorithm only
operates on the phase of the two radar channels [38]
The linear fitting algorithm suggested by Deng and Zhang in [40], estimates the
compensating function for channel calibration using the minimal-power criterion and
linear fitting [40]. Minimal-power criterion is used to extract the compensation vector
of the aft channel using the complex image of the aft channel and the fore channel
(reference channel). The compensation vector is unwrapped then linear fitting is per-
formed on it to form a compensating function for the aft channel data [40]. The aft
channel data is then multiplied by the compensate function in the frequency dom-
ain for calibration and equalization with the reference channel [40]. According to
Deng and Zheng in [40], this algorithm works best when three radar receive chan-
nels are used and the middle channel is used as a reference for the other two channels.
Adaptive 2D-calibration is a technique proposed by Ender in [41]. It is a digital
iterative channel equalization technique that calibrates the amplitude and phase of
the received radar signals [41, 38]. This technique operates across both range and
Doppler domains and attempts to equalize the spectral responses of two channels
[41, 42]. The spectral responses are equalized by adjusting one channel’s spectral
response and minimizing the square of the difference between the two channels across
both Doppler and range [41, 38].
In this study, channel equalization was performed using adaptive 2D-calibration
technique. This technique is used because it adaptively calibrates both the phase
and the magnitude of the radar channels unlike the eigen-decomposition algorithm
suggested by Gierull in [38] which only calibrates the phase. The linear fitting algo-
rithm by Deng and Zhang [40] works best with three receive radar channels and only
two channels are available in this study.
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Equation 6.1 and Equation 6.2 below indicates how the adaptive 2D-calibration
technique adjusts the spectral response of channel 2 (z2) iteratively across Doppler
and range respectively [38].
z
(n+1)
2 (r, fd) = z
(n)
2 (r, fd)×
∫
z1(r, fd)× z(n)∗2 (r, fd) dfd∫ |z(n)2 (r, fd)|2 dfd (6.1)
z
(n+2)
2 (r, fd) = z
(n+1)
2 (r, fd)×
∫
z1(r, fd)× z(n+1)∗2 (r, fd) dr∫ |z(n+1)2 (r, fd)|2 dr (6.2)
Where:
n - 0, 1, 2, ... (iterator).
z1(r, fd) - channel 1 spectral data.
z
(n)∗
2 (r, fd) - complex conjugate of channel 2 data.
z
(n)
2 (r, fd) - iteratively improved channel 2 spectral data across Doppler (fd)
and range (r).
The ratio of integrals from Equation 6.1 determines the Doppler (fd) calibration weig-
hts. These Doppler calibration weights are a measure of complex coherence between
channel 1 (z1) and channel 2 (z2) [38]. The calibration weights are then multiplied
with channel 2, which is the channel that is being iteratively improved to balance with
channel 1. The ratio of integrals in Equation 6.2 are also calibration weights across
the range (r) domain which also measure the complex coherence of the channels across
range [38]. Channel 2 is then also multiplied by this range calibration weights. The
Doppler and range calibration weights are calculated and used to adjust channel 2
until the mean difference between the calibration weights are below a set convergence
threshold (), which is the least acceptable complex coherence error between channel
1 and channel 2.
Figure 6.6 presents the flowchart of the adaptive 2D-calibration technique. The va-
riables weights D and weights R are the Doppler calculated weights and the range
calculated weights respectively. These weights are initialized such that their difference
is above the set convergence threshold on the zeroth iteration. The variables Ch1 and
Ch2 are the recorded channel 1 data matrix and channel 2 data matrix respectively
with range on the first dimension and Doppler on the second dimension. H1 and H2
are the weighing factors populated into a matrix. Convergence is reached when the
mean difference of the weights becomes less than the convergence threshold (Thresh
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= ) on the technique, and the number of iterations it took to achieve convergence is
displayed. The convergence threshold is chosen to ensure that the mean difference of
the weights is less than 0.01% (1×10−4), which is the maximum tolerable calibration
error between the two radar channels.
Figure 6.6: Flowchart of the adaptive 2D-Calibration technique.
Applying the adaptive 2D-calibration technique on the data recorded with channel 1
and channel 2 and iteratively adjusting the spectral response of channel 2 gives the
results presented in Figure 6.7. It can be observed that after channel balancing the
two channels have the same amplitude responses on Figure 6.7 as compared to before
on Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.7: Channel 1 and Channel 2 after channel balancing.
Figure 6.8: Range-Doppler map of channel 1 after channel balancing.
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Figure 6.9: Range-Doppler map of channel 2 after channel balancing.
Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 display the obtained range-Doppler maps for channel 1 and
channel 2 after channel balancing. The dominant clutter scatterer (corner reflector)
is displayed with a power level of 70.02 dBm on channel 1 and a power level of 69.71
dBm on channel 2 after channel balancing. The dominant scatterer is at the same
location on the two range-Doppler maps of Figure 6.8 and 6.9.
Table 6.1 presents a summary of the channel differences before and after applying
the adaptive 2D-calibration technique. The differences are determined with reference
to the dominant clutter scatterer in channel 1. The table shows that the two chan-
nels have been equalized down to a 0.31 dB difference, which equates to an error
of 0.44% for a single range-Doppler cell containing the dominant scatterer. Before
channel balancing, the error between the two channels was 3.41% as Table 6.1 outli-
nes. The phase of channel 2 also show that it was corrected from 1.0357 radians to
-2.9392 radians for the dominant clutter scatterer to balance with the phase of chan-
nel 1. Hence, the channel balancing technique was applied correctly and it managed
to equalize the two radar channels. After co-registration and channel balancing, the
GMTI techniques can be applied to suppress the clutter and indicate the ground
moving target.
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Table 6.1: Summary of the performance of the adaptive 2D-calibration technique.
Before Calibration After Calibration
Channel 1 Power 70.02 dBm 70.02 dBm
Channel 2 Power 67.63 dBm 69.71 dBm
Channel Power
Difference
2.39 dB 0.31 dB
Power Balance
Error
3.41% 0.44%
Channel 1 Phase -2.9265 radians -2.9265 radians
Channel 2 Phase 1.0357 radians -2.9392 radians
6.4 Conclusion
The imaged scene and all its features were depicted and the resulting range-Doppler
map was also presented with labels of the structures of interest. The position of the
structures were verified to be at the expected distance on the range-Doppler map
as indicated on the scene image. Pre-processing of the SAR GMTI data using the
adaptive 2D-calibration technique and co-registration was outlined in detail in this
chapter. A 3.41% power imbalance error was observed before channel calibration
and after channel calibration, the power imbalance error was reduced to 0.44%. The
following chapter presents the performance evaluation of the two GMTI techniques
using simulated data.
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Chapter 7
Performance Comparison of GMTI
Techniques with Simulated Data
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter the two selected GMTI techniques, namely DPCA and ATI, are eva-
luated using simulated data. Each technique’s performance is assessed in terms of its
ability to indicate moving targets within clutter and its sensitivity to system errors
as per the methodology discussed in Chapter 3. The two techniques are tested with
the same simulated data in order to enable comparison of the two techniques. The
geometry and the radar system parameters for this simulated data were described
previously in Chapter 5.
7.2 GMTI using DPCA Technique on Simulated
Data
7.2.1 Processing Overview
The simulated data used in testing this technique represents two radar channels ope-
rating at a centre frequency of 5.5 GHz and a PRF of 1501.5 Hz. The size of the
area imaged is 80 m. Recall that the radar data simulator simulates point scattering
sources. As stated in Chapter 5, the complex range-Doppler map cell (amplitude and
phase) of clutter is added to the complex range-Doppler map cell of the target in
order for the clutter to influence the target. Identical processing is applied to both
the clutter and the target. The clutter and target power before and after applying
the technique is extracted from focused range-Doppler images for analysis.
The DPCA technique was applied by firstly introducing a time delay of 49.375 ms on
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the received radar returns of channel 2. With a PRI of 0.666 ms, this is equivalent to
shifting the received pulses of channel 2 by 74 pulses. The shift allows the returns of
channel 2 to be spatially aligned and co-registered with the returns of channel 1 by
travelling half the baseline distance between the two channels. After co-registration,
the two channels are focused using range-Doppler processing and the complex values
are subtracted from each other.
Figure 7.1: Steps followed in applying DPCA.
During analysis, the received target and clutter power before DPCA processing is ex-
tracted from the range-Doppler maps to indicate the SCR before DPCA processing.
The target and clutter power is also extracted from the range-Doppler maps after
DPCA processing to observe how the technique improved the SCR and indicated the
presence of the moving target.
Using 500 Monte Carlo simulation runs, the extracted target and clutter power be-
fore and after DPCA processing are plotted as a Probability Density Function (PDF)
because both the extracted power values are influenced by Gaussian noise in the si-
mulated data sets. From this, the mean power before and after DPCA processing
were used to assess the performance of the technique.
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7.2.2 DPCA Detection of Moving Targets within Clutter
Three data sets with one ground moving target each were simulated. One ground
moving target was simulated moving east and parallel to the radar in one simulation
case, the other target was simulated moving orthogonal towards the radar platform in
another simulation case and in the last case the moving target was simulated moving
west, parallel and opposite the direction of motion of the radar platform. These
simulated cases are illustrated in Figure 7.2. Each case with a moving target was
simulated for a period of 30 seconds, recording a total of 45045 pulses with a PRF
of 1501.5 Hz. Simulation over a period of 30 seconds allows the radar to observe
the ground moving target at various azimuth angles and slant ranges which yields
different target radial velocities.
Figure 7.2: Simulated scene with a stationary scatterer and a moving target (copy of
Figure 5.1).
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7.2.2.1 Scenario 1 Pulse No. 12000: Target moving west, parallel and
opposite direction to the radar
Considering the simulated data of a target moving west, parallel and opposite di-
rection to the radar and processing 4096 pulses (212 pulses) from pulse number 12000,
results in the range-Doppler map in Figure 7.4. Pulse number 12000 is chosen because
at this point the radar has travelled a distance of 9.59 m from its starting point and
the velocity of the radar platform has stabilized at an average velocity of 1.2 m/s.
The position ([x y z]) of the radar at pulse number 12000 is PoP = [(-18+9.59) 0 15].
The ground target moving west had travelled a distance of 7.99 m from it’s starting
point and it’s position is PoT2 = [(19-7.99) 129 0] at pulse number 12000.
Figure 7.3(a) and Figure 7.3(b) show that at this pulse number (12000), the target is
expected at a range of approximately 131.3 m with a radial velocity of approximately
0.3255 m/s. Considering the range-Doppler map in Figure 7.4, the moving target is
circled with black and stationary target circled with white. From this figure, is seen
that the moving target is at the expected range and radial velocity as per Figure 5.3
and Figure 7.3(b).
Figure 7.3: (b) Expected range and (a) Expected radial velocity of target moving
west at pulse number 12000.
Extracting the target plus noise power and clutter plus noise power from 500 Monte
Carlo simulations, before applying DPCA, at pulse number 12000 results in the PDFs
presented in Figure 7.5(a). The mean of the target plus noise PDF from Figure 7.5(a)
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is 6.04 dBm and the mean of the clutter plus noise PDF is 6.26 dBm before applying
DPCA. Subtracting this mean power values provides a SCR of -0.22 dB.
Following the processing steps outlined in the flowchart in Figure 7.1 to apply DPCA
and extract the target plus noise power and clutter plus noise power result in the
PDFs of Figure 7.5(b). Subtracting the mean power values of Figure 7.5(b) results
in a SCR of 11.52 dB after applying DPCA. The total SCR improvement achieved
by applying DPCA for a target moving west is found as 11.74 dB. This SCR im-
provement is for a target at an azimuth angle of 81.44◦ and a radial velocity of 0.3
m/s as detected by the radar. This azimuth angle was determined by the position
of the radar and target at pulse number 12000. The DPCA technique was able to
improve the presence of the signal power to the clutter power by 11.74 dB and hence
indicating the moving target within clutter.
Figure 7.4: Range-Doppler map of target moving west at pulse number 12000.
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Figure 7.5: PDFs for target moving west from pulse 12000. (a) Clutter plus Noise
PDF and Target plus Noise PDF before DPCA, (b) Clutter plus Noise PDF and
Target plus Noise PDF after DPCA.
7.2.2.2 Scenario 1 Pulse No. 24200: Target moving west, parallel and
opposite direction to the radar
The SCR improvement after applying DPCA for a target moving west was also ex-
plored at a different radar and target position and hence a different azimuth angle
relative to the radar. This was achieved by processing the simulated data from pulse
number 24200 of a target moving west.
Figure 7.6(a) and Figure 7.6(b) show that from pulse number 24200, the moving
target is expected at a range of approximately 129.9 m with a radial velocity of
approximately 0.02627 m/s.
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Figure 7.6: (b) Expected range and (a) Expected radial velocity at pulse number
24200 for target moving west.
Figure 7.7: Range-Doppler map of target moving west at pulse number 24200.
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Figure 7.7 presents a range-Doppler map with a stationary clutter circled with white
and a moving target circled with black. The moving target is observed as being at
the expected range and radial velocity after processing 4096 pulses from pulse num-
ber 24200. The radar had travelled 19.34 m from its starting point at pulse number
24200, putting it at position PoP = [(-18+19.34) 0 15]. The target had travelled
16.12 m from its initial position placing it at position PoT2 = [(19-16.12) 129 0]. The
azimuth angle to the target, in reference to the radar, is found to be 89.32◦ at a start
pulse number of 24200.
The PDFs resulting from extracting the target plus noise and clutter plus noise power
from the range-Doppler maps of a target moving west from pulse number 24200 are
presented in Figure 7.8(a) before applying DPCA.
Figure 7.8: The PDFs for target moving west from pulse 24200. (a) Clutter plus
Noise PDF and Target plus Noise PDF before DPCA, (b) Clutter plus Noise PDF
and Target plus Noise PDF after DPCA.
The SCR before applying DPCA is calculated as -0.98 dB using the mean power va-
lues of Figure 7.8(a). After co-registering the two channels and applying DPCA, the
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PDFs in Figure 7.8(b) are obtained. The SCR after DPCA processing is calculated as
-0.52 dB using the mean power values of Figure 7.8(b). The total SCR improvement
is found as 0.46 dB for a target moving west at an azimuth angle of 89.32◦ and a
radial velocity of 0.02 m/s.
It can be observed that the SCR improvement of the DPCA technique and hence
the ability of the technique to indicate moving targets within clutter decreases as the
azimuth angle to the moving target increases towards 90◦. This is expected, since
the radial velocity observed by the radar approaches zero and eventually the radar
observes the target as stationary (in terms of radial velocity) at an azimuth angle of
90◦.
7.2.2.3 Scenario 2 Pulse No. 2048: Target moving east, parallel and same
direction as the radar
The SCR improvement of the DPCA technique was investigated further on data
simulated with a ground target moving east, parallel and same direction as the radar
(target 1 from Figure 5.1). Figure 7.9(a) and Figure 7.9(b) present the expected
radial velocity change and slant range change of a target moving east, parallel and
same direction as the radar for a duration of 30 s over 45045 pulses. Processing 4096
pulses of the simulated data from pulse 2048 gives the range-Doppler map in Figure
7.10 with stationary clutter circled with white and moving target circled with black.
Figure 7.9: (b) Expected range and (a) Expected radial velocity at pulse number
2048 for target moving east (target 1).
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At pulse 2048, the radar had travelled a distance of 1.64 m from its starting position,
placing it at position PoP = [(-18+1.64) 0 15]. The ground moving target had
travelled 1.36 m from its initial position, placing it at position PoT1 = [(-6+1.36)
115.3 0]. The expected range and radial velocity of the target at this pulse number
is approximately 116.9 m and 0.02 m/s respectively. From the range-Doppler map
in Figure 7.10 one can observe that the range and radial velocity of the target is as
expected in Figure 7.9(b).
Figure 7.10: Range-Doppler map of target moving east at pulse number 2048.
Figure 7.11(a) presents the PDFs of clutter plus noise power and target plus noise
power, plotted from 500 Monte Carlo simulations of a target moving east from pulse
number 2048. The difference of the mean power indicated in Figure 7.11(a) give
a SCR of 2.56 dB before DPCA processing. Co-registering the radar channels and
applying DPCA technique results in a SCR of 13.79 dB as evaluated from the mean
power levels indicated in Figure 7.11(b). The total SCR improvement achieved by
DPCA technique is 11.23 dB for a target moving east processed from pulse number
2048 over 4096 pulses (212). This SCR improvement show that the DPCA technique
is able to suppress clutter and enhance the presence of a moving target as the mean
power of the target in Figure 7.11(b) is observed to be higher than the mean power of
clutter. The azimuth angle to the target at this pulse number is calculated as 84.19◦
and the radial velocity detected by the radar is 0.02 m/s.
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Figure 7.11: The PDFs for target moving east from pulse 2048. (a) Clutter plus
Noise PDF and Target plus Noise PDF before DPCA, (b) Clutter plus Noise PDF
and Target plus Noise PDF after DPCA.
7.2.2.4 Scenario 2 Pulse No. 18000: Target moving east, parallel and
same direction as the radar
The data simulated with a target moving east, parallel and same direction as the
radar, was again processed at a different start pulse number and hence a different
radar and target position. The data were processed from pulse number 18000. At
this pulse number, the azimuth angle to the target relative to the radar is found as
85, 24◦. The expected range and radial velocity of an east moving target at this pulse
number is approximately 116.7 m and 0.0165 m/s respectively as shown in Figure
7.12. Figure 7.13 presents the range-Doppler map of a target moving east processed
from pulse number 18000 over 4096 pulses. The moving target is circled with black
at the expected range and radial velocity and the stationary scatterer is circled with
white.
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Figure 7.12: (b) Expected range and (a) Expected radial velocity at pulse number
18000 for target moving east (target 1).
Figure 7.13: Range-Doppler map of target moving east at pulse number 18000.
Figure 7.14(a) presents the PDFs plotted with clutter plus noise and target plus noise
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from 500 Monte Carlo simulation at pulse number 18000 before DPCA processing.
The difference of the mean power values of Figure 7.14(a) give a SCR of 2.54 dB
before DPCA processing. After DPCA processing, the SCR is improved to 13.36
dB. This gives a total SCR improvement of 10.82 dB for the target azimuth angle of
85, 24◦ in reference to the radar and detected radial velocity of 0.016 m/s. It can be
observed that as the azimuth angle to the target increases towards 90◦ and the radial
velocity detected by the radar decreases, the SCR improvement decreases. This is
because the target starts to be suppressed by the DPCA technique similar to the
stationary clutter and hence hinders the detection of the moving target.
Figure 7.14: The PDFs for target moving east from pulse 18000. (a) Clutter plus
Noise PDF and Target plus Noise PDF before DPCA, (b) Clutter plus Noise PDF
and Target plus Noise PDF after DPCA.
7.2.2.5 Results Summary
Table 7.1 presents a summary of the results obtained from the conducted investiga-
tion above. The DPCA technique is able to improve the SCR and indicate the ground
moving target for targets moving east (target 1) and targets moving west (target 2).
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However, the SCR improvement and hence ability to distinguish moving targets from
stationary scatterers, depend on the resulting radial velocity (VrP0) of the moving
target with the platform velocity arrested. This radial velocity (VrP0) is calculated
after arresting the motion of the radar platform. The motion of the radar platform
is arrested by introducing a pulse shift in the aft channel and co-registering the two
channels. This radial velocity decreases to zero as the azimuth angle between the
radar and the moving target tends to 90◦. The radial velocity, Vr, is determined by
taking both the radar platform velocity and the moving target ground velocity into
consideration. Equation 7.1 introduced in Chapter 2 Subsection 2.2.2 describes the
expected DPCA response of a moving target [12].
zDPCA =
∣∣∣a sin(pidVrP0
λVp
)∣∣∣ (7.1)
Table 7.1: Summary of DPCA SCR improvement results.
Target
Dir.
Pulse Azimuth Radial Radial SCR bef. SCR aft. SCR
No. Angle Vel. (Vr) Vel. (VrP0) DPCA DPCA Imp.
West 12000 81.44◦ 0.33 m/s 0.15 m/s -0.22 dB 11.52 dB 11.74 dB
West 24200 89.32◦ 0.02 m/s 0.014 m/s -0.98 dB -0.52 dB 0.46 dB
East 2048 84.19◦ 0.02 m/s -0.10 m/s 2.56 dB 13.79 dB 11.23 dB
East 18000 85.24◦ 0.016 m/s -0.082 m/s 2.54 dB 13.36 dB 10.82 dB
The green graph from Figure 7.15 plots the expected DPCA response presented by
Equation 7.1 for a target moving west and opposite direction to the radar (target
2) against radial velocity (VrP0). It can be observed that the target power received
is expected to decrease as VrP0 of the target tends to zero. This is because the
DPCA technique attenuates the target power of slow moving targets. The blue graph
from Figure 7.15 plots the obtained DPCA response using the simulated data. It
can be observed that the power received from the simulated data also decreases as
VrP0 decreases towards zero following the trend of the expected DPCA response,
hence explaining the observed behaviour of the DPCA SCR improvement for a target
moving west, parallel and opposite direction to the radar. The graphs of Figure 7.15
also indicates that the obtained results correspond to the theoretical results expected.
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Figure 7.15: DPCA response against target radial velocity (VrP0) for a west moving
target (target 2).
Figure 7.16 presents the DPCA response for a target moving east and same direction
as the radar (target 1). The green graph from Figure 7.16 presents the expected
DPCA response for a target moving same direction as the radar using Equation 7.1.
The DPCA response plotted show that for the simulated time period (30 s), the radar
platform does not pass the position of the east ground moving target (target 1) hence
the plotted response does not pass through zero radial velocity (VrP0) like the response
for a west moving target (target 2). The DPCA response obtained from the simulated
data also follow the trend of the theoretical DPCA response as the blue graph from
Figure 7.16 shows. It can be seen that the DPCA technique does not attenuate the
power of the east moving target at the rate that it attenuates the power of the west
moving target. This is due to the fact that the radial velocity of the east moving
target does not decrease as fast as that of the west moving target for the simulated
period of 30 s. Hence, the SCR improvement for an east moving target (target 1) get
less affected than that of the west moving target as observed from Table 7.1.
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Figure 7.16: DPCA response against target radial velocity (VrP0) for an east moving
target (target 1).
Ciu and Livingstone in [43] presented that targets are classified as slow moving targets
when their radial velocity Vr < λVp/8d. Applying the parameters used to generate the
simulated data in this study with antenna baseline d = 118.5 mm, platform velocity
Vp = 1.2 m/s and wavelength λ = 0.0545 m, the radial velocity (Vr) for slow moving
targets is found as Vr = 0.069 m/s. This indicates the minimum detectable velocity
for the radar used.
7.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis for DPCA
The DPCA technique requires precise PRF, platform velocity (Vp) and antenna spa-
cing (d) match as described by Equation (2.8) in order for it to effectively suppress
clutter. Equation (2.8) governs the ping-pong data collection mode discussed in Chap-
ter 2 for correct channel co-registration and application of DPCA. The standard data
collection mode is governed by Equation (7.2) for optimal channel co-registration and
application of DPCA technique. A mismatch in any of the mentioned parameters
(Vp, d and PRF) results in co-registration errors. Co-registration errors are channel
misalignments from pulse to pulse which result in an increase in residual clutter af-
ter DPCA processing. In this study, the co-registration errors were investigated by
introducing additional time delays or pulse shifts on the aft antenna and monitoring
the residual clutter after applying DPCA.
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The required antenna spacing is d = 118.5 mm from one channel phase center to
the other for a PRF of 1501.5 Hz with a platform speed of 1.2 m/s. Data simulated
with the standard data collection mode requires that the aft antenna travel half the
baseline between the two antenna phase centres. Half the antenna baseline is 59.25
mm and it took 49.375 ms for the phase center of the aft channel to travel half the
baseline at radar platform velocity of 1.2 m/s according to Equation (7.2).
∆T =
d
Vp
(7.2)
For correct channel co-registration in the time domain, the data collected by the aft
antenna must be delayed by 49.375 ms. This delay is achieved by discarding the first
74 pulses received by the aft antenna for a PRF of 1501.5 Hz. This ensures that the
aft and fore channel are co-registered and optimal clutter suppression is achieved.
Figure 7.17 presents the residual clutter for various pulse shift delays after applying
DPCA on data simulated with a target moving east and parallel to the radar. It can
be observed that optimal clutter suppression is achieved at pulse shift number 74 as
calculated by Equation 7.2. A time delay smaller or greater than 49.375 ms (74 pulses
at PRF of 1501.5 Hz) results in an increased residual clutter due to co-registration
errors after DPCA processing as Figure 7.17 indicates. An increasing residual clutter
decreases the SCR improvement and hence hinders ground moving target detection
for DPCA.
Figure 7.17: Residual clutter plotted against pulse shift number.
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7.3 GMTI using ATI Technique on Simulated Data
7.3.1 Processing Overview
ATI creates a phase interferogram from two SAR images, or two range-Doppler maps.
The SAR images are formed from two or more distinct radar channels separated by
a distance, d, in the along track dimension. The channel spacing is designed such
that the channels take measurements from the same point in space at very controlled
time difference, as described by the data collection modes in Chapter 2. This allows
the changes that occur in the scene between the measurements of the two channels
from the same point in space, to be detected. The change detected in this case, is the
change in phase of a moving target, due to its change in position between observations
by the various channels.
The ATI technique is applied by multiplying the conjugate SAR image of channel
1 by the SAR image of channel 2, forming a phase interferogram. This results in
zeroing of all phase angles that are equal in channel 1 and channel 2. Equal phase
angles from channel 1 and channel 2 will be a result of objects which are stationary.
Moving targets will have different phase values in channel 1 and channel 2 (after time
delay compensation/co-registration) which will result in non-zero phase residues after
conjugate multiplication. Figure 7.18 presents the flowchart followed in applying the
ATI technique.
Figure 7.18: Flowchart followed in the application of the ATI technique.
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The clutter point scatterer and the moving target point scatterer are simulated in
separate positions and hence appear in different range-Doppler bins. As stated in
Chapter 5, the complex range-Doppler map cell (amplitude and phase) of clutter is
added to the complex range-Doppler map cell of the target in order for the clutter
phase to influence the target phase in this study. This is done for both the ATI
technique and DPCA technique performance assessment. The two range-Doppler
maps are then conjugate multiplied to form an interferogram. This way the phase
histories of the moving target will be influenced by the clutter magnitude and phase.
7.3.2 ATI Detection of Moving Targets within Clutter
The data used in this study were simulated over a 30 s period with a PRF of 1501.5
Hz resulting in a total of 45045 pulses. Only a certain portion of this data were pro-
cessed and used for this investigation. The portions processed correspond to those
used in the DPCA technique’s investigation. This was done to ensure that the results
obtained with the DPCA technique can be compared with the results obtained with
the ATI technique.
The clutter phase cancellation extent of the ATI technique was assessed by the phase
PDFs plotted from the clutter plus noise phase after applying ATI. The target phase
was also assessed using the phase PDFs to determine the mean phase induced by a
ground moving target after applying the ATI technique. The resulting target phase
was compared to the resulting clutter phase after applying the ATI technique to ob-
serve how the technique was able to distinguish the clutter phase from the target
phase and indicate the presence of the moving target.
7.3.2.1 Scenario 1 Pulse No. 12000: Target moving west, parallel and
opposite direction to the radar
The data simulated with a target moving west (target 2) was processed from pulse
number 12000 over 4096 pulses to form an interferogram. Figure 7.19 presents the
interferogram with a moving target phase circled with black and stationary clutter
phase circled with white. It can be seen from the interferogram of Figure 7.19 that the
phase induced by noise is not cancelled down to zero. This makes the ATI technique
prone to false alarms.
The PDF of the mean phase difference of the moving target is presented in Figure
7.20 as well as the mean phase difference of clutter after ATI processing. The phase
induced by the target and the clutter are extracted from the positions at which they
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were simulated at on the range-Doppler map. It can be observed that the mean noise
and clutter phase difference is found as 0.03 radians after applying ATI. The target
plus noise mean phase difference is found as 2.16 radians. These residual phase dif-
ference results are achieved at a radar azimuth angle of 81.44◦ to the target. At the
exact positions where clutter and target were simulated, it can be observed that the
ATI technique is able preserve and indicate the phase of the moving target at 2.16
radians from that of the stationary clutter at 0.03 radians. However, the performance
of the ATI technique deteriorates in areas where there is only noise with no statio-
nary scatterers. This is because noise is random and independent from channel to
channel hence it does not get cancelled down to zero radians when ATI is applied.
This then hinders the visibility and detection of the phase of a moving target in the
interferegram as observed in Figure 7.19. Hence without the knowledge of the posi-
tion and radial velocity of the moving target, the phase of the moving target can not
be distinguished from that of noise after applying ATI as Figure 7.19 shows.
Figure 7.19: Interferogram of a target moving west (target 2) at pulse number 12000.
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Figure 7.20: Phase PDF of clutter plus noise and phase PDF of target plus noise, for
a target moving west (target 2) at pulse number 12000 after applying ATI.
7.3.2.2 Scenario 1 Pulse No. 24200: Target moving west, parallel and
opposite direction to the radar
The simulated data for a target moving west, parallel and opposite direction to the
radar (target 2), was also processed from pulse number 24200 over 4096 pulses. At
this pulse number, the radar was observing the ground moving target at an azimuth
angle of 89.32◦.
Applying the ATI technique and forming an interferogram gave the results presented
in Figure 7.21. It can be observed that the phase difference induced by the moving
target is not distinguishable from the phase difference of noise after applying the ATI
technique. The PDFs in Figure 7.22 display the residual clutter plus noise phase
difference and target plus noise phase difference at their expected positions after ap-
plying the ATI technique. The mean of the clutter plus noise phase after applying
ATI is found as 0.02 radians as observed from Figure 7.22.
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Figure 7.21: Interferogram of a target moving west (target 2) at pulse number 24200.
Figure 7.22: Phase PDF of clutter plus noise and phase PDF of target plus noise, for
a target moving west (target 2) at pulse number 24200 after applying ATI.
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The moving target mean phase after applying the ATI technique is also found as 0.00
radians as shown in Figure 7.22. This is due to the fact that at an azimuth angle of
89.32◦, the radial velocity detected by the radar is approaching zero and hence the
radar observes the ground moving target as stationary. The presence of random and
independent phase noise observed in Figure 7.21 also hinders the ATI technique from
indicating the presence of the moving target at this radar azimuth angle. Applying
the ATI technique zeros the phase induced by the moving target together with the
clutter phase, hence resulting in the interferogram presented in Figure 7.21.
7.3.2.3 Scenario 2 Pulse No. 2048: Target moving east, parallel and same
direction as the radar
The ability of the ATI technique to achieve a phase difference of zero for stationary
clutter and detect the non-zero phase of a ground moving target was also investigated
with data simulated with a ground target moving east, parallel and same direction
as the radar (target 1). This allowed for the ATI technique to be assessed with a
different geometry of the target and radar and also different azimuth angles of the
radar to the target.
Figure 7.23: Interferogram of a target moving east (target 1) at pulse number 2048.
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The data simulated with a target moving east was processed from pulse number 2048
over 4096 pulses to form complex data range-Doppler maps. The ATI technique was
then applied to the range-Doppler maps to form an interferogram. The resulting
interferogram from data processed from pulse number 2048 is presented in Figure
7.23. At this pulse number the radar is observing the moving target at an azimuth
angle of 84.19◦. It is seen from Figure 7.23 that the phase of the moving target is
undistinguishable from the phase induced by noise after applying the ATI technique.
The AWGN present induces random phase which does not subtract to zero when an
interferogram is formed because the noise is independent in the two receive channels
used to form the interferogram.
Figure 7.24: Phase PDF of clutter plus noise and phase PDF of target plus noise, for
a target moving east (target 1) at pulse number 2048 after applying ATI.
Extracting the residual clutter plus noise phase from the interferograms of 500 Monte
Carlo simulations and plotting it into a PDF gave Figure 7.24. The clutter power is
extracted from the positions were the clutter was simulated at in generation of the
data. It can be observed from Figure 7.24 that after ATI processing the mean clutter
phase difference is 0.03 radians. The mean phase difference of the target plus noise
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PDF in Figure 7.24 is indicated as 0.75 radians. These results are achieved at the
radar azimuth angle of 84.19◦ to the target.
7.3.2.4 Scenario 2 Pulse No. 18000: Target moving east, parallel and
same direction as the radar
The clutter phase cancellation extent of the ATI technique and its ability to indicate
moving targets within clutter was investigated further by processing data simulated
with a target moving east (target 1) from pulse number 18000 over 4096 pulses. At
this pulse number the azimuth angle of the radar to the target was calculated as
85.24◦. Applying the ATI technique to the complex range-Doppler map data gave
the interferogram shown in Figure 7.25.
Plotting a PDF of clutter plus noise after applying the ATI technique from 500 Monte
Carlo simulations gave the PDFs in Figure 7.26. It can be seen that the clutter phase
difference after applying the ATI technique is down to a mean of 0.02 radians. The
resulting mean target phase difference after applying ATI is found as 1.68 radians
from Figure 7.26.
Figure 7.25: Interferogram of a target moving east (target 1) at pulse number 18000.
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Figure 7.26: Phase PDF of clutter plus noise and Phase PDF of target plus noise, for
a target moving east (target 1) at pulse number 18000 after applying ATI.
7.3.2.5 Results Summary
The results obtained after applying the ATI technique to the simulated scenarios
from Chapter 5 are summarized in Table 7.2. ATI technique was applied on data
at different radar and target positions, different azimuth angles and different radial
velocities (Vr and VrP0) to deduce the clutter phase zeroing performance and ability to
indicate the moving target phase as the angle between the radar and target changes.
The radial velocity, Vr, is calculated taking into account the radar platform velocity
as well as the moving target velocity as plotted on the interferograms. The radial
velocity, VrP0 , is calculated by taking into account only the moving target velocity
after arresting the motion of the radar platform by introducing a pulse shift on the
aft radar channel and co-registering the two radar channels.
It can be observed from the summary in Table 7.2 that the ATI technique is able
to cancel the phase of stationary scatterers at their simulated positions at various
azimuth angles and radial velocities (VrP0), however, the ATI technique has a high
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false alarm rate due to the phase induced by noise. These phase cannot be subtrac-
ted down to zero radians when forming an interferogram because it is random and
independent in each channel. To reduce the false alarm rate of the ATI technique,
a double threshold approach has to be applied which uses an amplitude threshold
together with a phase threshold to distinguish the phase of moving targets from that
of clutter and noise as suggested in [19].
Table 7.2: Summary of the clutter phase cancellation performance of the ATI techni-
que.
Target
Direction
Pulse Azimuth Radial Radial Clutter Phase Target Phase
Number Angle Vel.(Vr) Vel.(VrP0) After ATI After ATI
West 12000 81.44◦ 0.33 m/s 0.15 m/s 0.03 radians 2.16 radians
West 24200 89.32◦ 0.02 m/s 0.014 m/s 0.02 radians 0 radians
East 2048 84.19◦ 0.02 m/s -0.10 m/s 0.03 radians 0.75 radians
East 18000 85.24◦ 0.016 m/s -0.082 m/s 0.02 radians 1.68 radians
7.3.3 Sensitivity Analysis for ATI
The data used in this investigation were simulated with the standard data collection
mode presented in Chapter 2. The data were simulated with a PRF of 1501.5 Hz
with an antenna spacing of 118.5 mm on a radar platform travelling at 1.2 m/s. The
standard data collection mode requires that the aft antenna must travel half the ba-
seline distance between the antennas in order for the data to be able to be used with
the ATI technique for ground moving target indication. This ensures that the aft
antenna images the same area as the fore antenna at different times and hence detect
change that occur in the imaged area.
The requirement of the standard data collection mode for ATI application ensures
that the data collected by fore antenna is co-registered with the data collected with
the aft antenna. Co-registration of the fore and aft antenna data is important in
GMTI and in the application of the ATI technique. Without channel co-registration,
the phase of the stationary scatterers from the two radar channels will not subtract
down to zero radians because the two radar channels will not be imaging the ex-
act same point in space. The co-registration errors result in an increased amount of
residual clutter phase which in turn hinders the phase detection of ground moving
targets.
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Figure 7.27: Residual clutter phase against pulse shift number for co-registration.
To apply the ATI technique on data simulated with a PRF of 1501.5 Hz, an antenna
spacing of 118.5 mm and radar platform velocity of 1.2 m/s, the aft channel data
must be delayed by 49.375 ms. This is the time it takes the aft channel to travel half
the antenna baseline distance. A time delay of 49.375 ms is equivalent to discarding
the first 74 pulses of the aft channel. Figure 7.27 presents a plot of various pulse shifts
(time delays) and the residual clutter phase resulting after applying ATI. It can be
seen from Figure 7.27 that the clutter phase is cancelled to a minimum of 0.005141
radians at pulse shift number 74, meaning that optimum clutter phase cancellation
is achieved at this pulse shift.
7.4 Comparison of DPCA and ATI Performance
Two GMTI techniques namely, the ATI technique and the DPCA technique, were im-
plemented and applied on the same simulated multichannel radar data. The GMTI
techniques were assessed in terms of their ability to indicate and distinguish moving
targets from clutter and sensitivity to errors in their system setup. DPCA technique’s
ability to indicate moving targets was evaluated based on the residual amplitude and
the ATI technique’s ability to indicate moving targets was assessed in terms of the
resulting interferometric phase from the same two channels.
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From the results in Section 7.2, the DPCA technique improved the SCR by 11.74
dB for a target moving west along target path 2 at radial velocity, Vr, of 0.33 m/s
as detected by the radar which corresponds to VrP0 of 0.15 m/s with the platform
velocity arrested. For data simulated with a target moving east along target path 1
and processed at a radar azimuth angle of 84.19◦, the DPCA technique improved the
SCR by 11.23 dB for radial velocity, Vr, of 0.02 m/s and VrP0 of -0.10 m/s with the
platform velocity arrested. This improvement in the signal power presence relative to
the clutter power shows that the DPCA technique at this azimuth angle and radial
velocity (VrP0) is able to indicate and detect moving targets within clutter. Figure
7.28 shows a PDF of target power overlaid with a PDF of clutter power after DPCA
processing and it can be observed that the target power is clearly separated and in-
dicated from the clutter power. The PDFs of Figure 7.28 are of a target moving west
at pulse number 12000 obtained from the line plots of Figure 7.5(b). This trend is
also observed for a target moving east at pulse 2048 and azimuth angle of 84.19◦.
Figure 7.28: Overlaid power PDFs of target and clutter at pulse 12000 after DPCA.
The ATI technique uses the clutter and target phase, not the amplitude information.
Stationary clutter phase after ATI processing is expected to be at zero radians since
the conjugate multiplication of the same complex data results in cancellation of the
phase. The phase of the moving target changes between observations, and thus results
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in a non-zero residual phase. For data simulated with a target moving west at an
azimuth angle of 81.44◦, the phase difference of stationary clutter is found as 0.03
radians after applying the ATI technique. The moving target is detected with a phase
of 2.16 radians hence indicating the presence of the target in the data.
Figure 7.29: Overlaid phase PDFs of target and clutter at pulse 12000 after ATI.
The overlaid phase PDFs in Figure 7.29 illustrates how the ATI technique is able to
separate and indicate the target phase from the clutter phase at the azimuth angle
of 81.44◦ and VrP0 of 0.15 m/s. These PDFs are for a target moving west at pulse
number 12000 obtained from the line plots of Figure 7.20. This trend is also observed
for a target moving east at azimuth angle of 84.19◦.
However, at a radar azimuth angle of 89.19◦ to the target, the residual phase of
the moving target at the position that it was simulated at is zero as well as that of
the stationary clutter. This shows that as the azimuth angle approaches 90◦, the ra-
dial velocity (VrP0) also approaches zero, hence the radar observes the ground moving
target as being stationary. The DPCA technique also has a low SCR improvement
of 0.46 dB at this radar azimuth angle and radial velocity of the target. The PDF of
the target power and clutter power after DPCA processing displayed in Figure 7.30
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show that at the azimuth angle of 89.19◦, the technique fails at separating the mo-
ving target returns from that of clutter hence giving a poor probability of detection.
Figure 7.31 also show the phase PDFs of the target and clutter after ATI processing
at the azimuth angle of 89.19◦ and it can be seen that the target phase and clutter
phase are not separated, hence giving a poor target detection probability as well.
Figure 7.30: Overlaid power PDFs of target and clutter at pulse 24200 after DPCA.
This means that the performance of both the DPCA technique and the ATI technique
deteriorates as the radial velocity (VrP0) approaches zero. This was verified by Equa-
tion 7.1 and Figure 7.15 showing the theoretically expected DPCA response as well as
the simulated data DPCA response as the radial velocity (VrP0) changes. The results
obtained with the simulated data used in this study corresponds to the theoretical
expected DPCA response.
At azimuth angles smaller than 90◦, both the techniques are able to indicate the
ground moving targets within clutter at thier simulated positions. However, the ATI
technique has high false alarms due to the phase induced by the samples dominated
by noise as seen in the interferograms from Subsection 7.3.2. These false alarms can
be reduced by using a double threshold approach as outlined in [19]. The DPCA
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technique is less sensitive to noise and hence performs superior to ATI in terms of
moving target indication in this regard.
Figure 7.31: Overlaid phase PDFs of target and clutter at pulse 24200 after ATI.
The DPCA technique suppresses clutter well below the power of the ground moving
target and the ATI technique indicates the presence of a moving target by zeroing the
residual phase of the stationary clutter. However, this is only valid for data collected
under ideal conditions. The residual clutter power and clutter phase increases when
errors occur during data collection for both the techniques. One example of poten-
tial practical non-idealities in the implementation of the techniques can be induced
by varying radar platform velocity or channel spacing. The decrease in the clutter
cancellation means an increase in the residual clutter power and clutter phase. The
increase in the residual clutter power and residual clutter phase result in the increase
of false moving target detections.
The DPCA technique and the ATI technique both displayed a degradation of per-
formance as the residual clutter power and residual clutter phase increased due to
co-registration errors. Figure 7.32(b) presents the resulting PDFs of target phase and
clutter phase after applying ATI technique to data with co-registration errors. This is
for a target moving west at pulse 12000 and azimuth angle 81.44◦. It can be observed
that the target phase is submerged under the clutter phase when ATI is applied to
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data with co-registration errors. Comparing Figure 7.32(b) to Figure 7.32(a), it can
be observed that the target phase is no longer separated from the clutter phase like
in Figure 7.32(a), hence hindering the detection of the phase of the moving target. It
is however noted that for ATI, both the positive and negative non-zero residual phase
can result in detection of moving targets.
Figure 7.32(d) displays the resulting target and clutter PDFs overlaid for data with
co-registration errors after DPCA processing. This is also for a target moving west at
pulse 12000 and azimuth angle of 81.44◦. Comparing Figure 7.32(d) to Figure 7.32(c),
it can be observed that the PDF of the target power after DPCA in Figure 7.32(d) is
not as separated and distinguished from the clutter power as it is in Figure 7.32(c).
This is due to the co-registration errors which deteriorates the detection probability
of the moving target.
Figure 7.32: (a) Target and clutter phase PDFs without co-registration errors, (b)
Target and clutter phase PDFs with co-registration errors, (c) Target and clutter
power PDFs without co-registration errors, (d) Target and clutter power PDFs with
co-registration errors.
Figure 7.33 shows a plot of the probability of false alarm (Pfa) against the proba-
bility of detection (Pd) (Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves) of the
ATI technique as well as the DPCA technique. This is plotted from data with co-
registration errors displayed in Figure 7.32(b) and Figure 7.32(d). It can be observed
from Figure 7.33 that at a Pfa of 0.1517, the ATI technique has a Pd of 34.53% while
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DPCA technique has a Pd of 80.04%. This shows that the ATI technique is more
sensitive to co-registration errors than the DPCA technique, hence making the DPCA
technique superior in this regard.
Figure 7.33: Probability of false alarm against probability of detection (ROC curves)
for ATI and DPCA technique.
7.5 Conclusion
The performance results of DPCA and ATI techniques were discussed separately and
presented in detail in this chapter. The two techniques were tested with similar
simulated data and both the techniques performed well in enabling the detection of
ground moving targets. It was also observed that the two techniques are unable to
indicate moving targets at azimuth angles approaching 90◦ due to the radial velocity
(VrP0) of the moving target being approximately 0 m/s. The two techniques are
affected by co-registration errors, however, the ATI technique showed that it is more
sensitive to co-registration errors as it was observed on the plotted ROC curves. Due
to this, it is concluded that the DPCA technique on its own is a practical better
choice. However, the double threshold approach discussed in [19] performs better
than both the ATI technique and the DPCA techniques on their own, in terms of
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indicating moving targets within clutter. This approach involves applying DPCA
as a preprocessing step to the ATI process and will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter 8 Subsection 8.5, where it will be implemented on real radar data. The same
GMTI performance assessment performed on simulated data in this chapter will also
be conducted on real measured radar data in the following chapter.
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Chapter 8
Performance Comparison of GMTI
Techniques with Measured Radar
Data
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the DPCA and ATI GMTI techniques are applied and evaluated on
actual measured radar data. The measured radar data were recorded in a controlled
environment with specific structures of interest and moving targets as outlined in
Chapter 5. The GMTI techniques are assessed in terms of their ability to indicate
and detect moving targets within clutter and their sensitivity to errors due to miss-
aligned system parameters on measured radar data.
8.2 GMTI using DPCA Technique on Measured
Radar Data
8.2.1 Processing Overview
The steps followed in applying DPCA technique on measured data are as presented
in Figure 8.1. The measured radar data are firstly pre-processed before applying
the DPCA GMTI technique as observed on the flow diagram in Figure 8.1. The
performed pre-processing which includes co-registration and channel balancing was
discussed in Chapter 6. The data were recorded over a period of 30 s with a PRF
of 1501.5 Hz. The total number of pulses recorded over this period is 45045. In this
study, only certain portions of the measured data were processed to investigate the
DPCA GMTI technique. The selected portions to be investigated were presented in
Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 of Chapter 5. These are the same subsections of simulated
data that were used to investigate the DPCA technique. This was done so that the
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results obtained with simulated data can be compared with the results obtained with
measured data.
Figure 8.1: DPCA processing applied on measured radar data (copy of Figure 7.1).
8.2.2 DPCA Detection of Moving Targets within Clutter
SCR is the ratio of the desired target signal power to the undesired clutter power.
SCR can be improved by reducing the amount of the undesired signal (clutter) present
in the data without affecting the desired signal. In these measured radar data, clutter
signals contaminates the moving target’s range-Doppler cell before and after DPCA
processing. This limits the calculated SCR. The DPCA technique improves the SCR
by suppressing signals from the stationary scatterers (clutter) within the imaged scene
while minimally affecting the signal of the moving target. This enables the indication
of ground moving targets within clutter. The SCR improvement is used to assess the
performance and ability of the DPCA technique to indicate and detect the moving
target signal in this study.
8.2.2.1 Scenario 1 Pulse No. 12000: Target moving west, parallel and
opposite direction to the radar
The scenario of a target moving west, parallel and opposite direction to the radar
(target 2) that was simulated in Chapter 5 was also practically measured with a
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radar system. The radar setup and parameters were identical to the one used in
the simulated data. The measured radar data of a target moving west (target 2) was
processed from the data portion starting at pulse number 12000, spanning 4096 pulses.
The position ([x y z]) of the radar at this pulse number was PoP = [(-18+9.59) 0 15]
meters and the ground moving target was at position PoP2 = [(19-7.99) 129 0] meters.
These are the same radar and target positions investigated with the simulated data.
The radar azimuth angle to the target at this position was 81.44◦. At this position,
the moving target was expected to be at range 131.3 m with radial velocity of 0.3255
m/s as shown in Figure 8.2 displaying the calculated range and radial velocity of a
target moving west (target 2) over a period of 30 s.
Figure 8.2: (b) Calculated range and (a) calculated radial velocity, for a target moving
west at pulse number 12000.
The measured data of a target moving west, parallel and opposite direction to the
radar (target 2) was processed and focused into a range-Doppler map presented in
Figure 8.3. The range-Doppler map of Figure 8.3 shows the stationary corner reflector
circled with white at position 128.9 m, radial velocity of 0.1798 m/s with a power
value of 68.46 dBm before DPCA processing. This stationary corner reflector is a
dominant clutter scatterer and hence it was used as a clutter power reference in this
study. Other clutter scatterers like the bush area and the trees are fluctuating from
pulse to pulse and channel to channel, hence they can not be used as reliable clutter
references as they decorrelate within a short space of time. However the effects that
these fluctuating scatterers have on the ability of the DPCA technique to detect
ground moving targets are noted and observed.
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Figure 8.3: Range-Doppler map of a target moving west (target 2) before DPCA
processing at pulse 12000.
Figure 8.4: Range-Doppler map of a target moving west (target 2) after DPCA
processing at pulse 12000.
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The moving target, circled with black, is located at range 131.9 m and radial velocity
0.3497 m/s with a power value of 65.72 dBm in Figure 8.3 before DPCA processing.
This gave a SCR of -2.74 dB before DPCA processing at a radar detected radial
velocity of 0.3497 m/s and azimuth angle of 81.44◦ to the target.
Following the steps in Figure 8.1 and applying the DPCA technique, the range-
Doppler map in Figure 8.4 is formed. It can be observed that the dominant stationary
clutter scatterer (corner reflector) is suppressed down to 56.76 dBm while the moving
target is detected with a power value of 65.56 dBm. The resulting SCR after DPCA
is then calculated as 8.8 dB. The total SCR improvement at a radar azimuth angle
of 81.44◦ to the target and radial velocity of 0.3497 m/s is 11.54 dB.
Figure 8.5: Range-Doppler map of a detected target after applying DPCA and a
threshold.
The residual clutter power observed around the target in Figure 8.4 is due to a number
of factors, including:
• movement of tree leaves and branches causing decorrelation of the clutter bet-
ween the two observations,
• residual imperfections after the channel balancing step.
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These factors limit the ability of the DPCA technique to suppress clutter. Applying a
power threshold of 62 dBm clearly separates the moving target from the residual non-
stationary (fluctuating) clutter power present in Figure 8.4. Figure 8.5 presents the
moving target after applying a threshold. The plot of Figure 8.2 predicted that at the
position the radar and the moving target will be at pulse number 12000, the moving
target will be detected at range 131.3 m with a radial velocity of 0.3255 m/s. It can be
observed that the moving target is detected at a range of 131.9 m and radial velocity
of 0.3497 m/s. This indicates a good correlation between the controlled experiment
and the results expected from the theoretical calculations.
8.2.2.2 Scenario 1 Pulse No. 24200: Target moving west, parallel and
opposite direction to the radar
Figure 8.6: (b) Expected range and (a) Expected radial velocity at pulse number
24200, for target moving west.
The measured data of a target moving west, parallel and opposite direction to the
radar (along target path 2), was processed from pulse number 24200 over 4096 pulses
to form a range-Doppler map presented in Figure 8.7 before DPCA processing. At
this pulse number, the radar was calculated to be at position PoP = [(-18+19.34)
0 15] and the west moving target at position PoT2 = [(19-16.12) 129 0]. The radar
azimuth angle to the target at this position is found as 89.32◦. Figure 8.6 shows that
the expected range and radial velocity of the target at pulse number 24200 is 129.9
m and 0.02627 m/s respectively.
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Figure 8.7: Range-Doppler map of a target moving west (target 2) before DPCA
processing at pulse 24200.
Figure 8.8: Range-Doppler map of a target moving west (target 2) after DPCA
processing at pulse 24200.
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Figure 8.7 shows the dominant clutter scatterer (stationary corner reflector) circled
with white, at range 127.4 m and radial velocity 0.07993 m/s with a power value of
64.35 dBm before DPCA processing. The moving target within clutter circled with a
black, is located at range 130.4 m and radial velocity 0.02997 m/s with a power value
of 64.84 dBm. The SCR before DPCA processing is found as 0.49 dB at an azimuth
angle of 89.32◦ and detected radial velocity of 0.02997 m/s.
Figure 8.8 presents the range-Doppler map after applying the DPCA technique on
data processed from pulse number 24200 of a target moving west (along target path
2). It can be observed that the power of the dominant clutter scatterer circled with
white has been reduced to 56.53 dBm and the moving target, at its previous indicated
position, is also reduced to a power value of 58.32 dBm. This gives a SCR of 1.79
dB after DPCA processing. The total SCR improvement is calculated as 1.3 dB at a
radial velocity of 0.02997 m/s and an azimuth angle of 89.32◦. Applying a threshold
of 63 dBm after DPCA processing indicates the power signature of the moving target
as shown in Figure 8.9.
Figure 8.9: Range-Doppler map of a detected target after applying DPCA and a
threshold at pulse number 24200.
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8.2.2.3 Scenario 2 Pulse No. 2048: Target moving east, parallel and same
direction as the radar
The measured data with a target travelling east, parallel and same direction as the
radar (along target path 1), was also processed and used to investigate the DPCA
technique. In this specific measured data, an additional experimental target was
introduced during the data recording. The additional target was a person moving
orthogonal and towards the radar along target path 3 on Figure 8.10. The walking
person was not holding a corner reflector or any metallic objects to enhance the re-
flection of radar signals. This extra target was added so as to investigate if the radar
can detect a person walking at approximately 1 m/s, with no radar signal reflection
enhancer (corner reflector).
Figure 8.10: Top view map of the experiment setup for real data measurement (copy
of Figure 5.5).
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Figure 8.11: (b) Calculated range and (a) calculated radial velocity at pulse number
2048, for target moving east (target 1).
The measured data in this instance was processed from pulse number 2048, using
4096 pulses to form a range-Doppler map presented in Figure 8.12 before DPCA
processing. The target moving east, parallel and same direction as the radar with a
corner reflector (along target path 1) from position PoT1 = [-6 115.3 0], is expected
to be at position PoT1 = [(-6+1.3640) 115.3 0] at pulse number 2048. The radar,
from a starting position of PoP = [-18 0 15], is expected to be at position PoP = [(-
18+1.6368) 0 15] at pulse number 2048. Figure 8.11 shows that the calculated range
and radial velocity that the moving target is expected to be at in the range-Doppler
map at pulse number 2048 is 116.9 m and 0.02 m/s respectively.
Figure 8.12 shows a range-Doppler map of a target moving east, parallel and same
direction as the radar, circled with black at the expected range of 116.9 m and radial
velocity of 0.01998 m/s. The stationary scatterer (corner reflector) is circled with
white at range 130.4 m and radial velocity 0.2398 m/s. The additional orthogonal
moving target signature is circled with red at range 143.9 m and radial velocity 0.3397
m/s. The SCR before DPCA processing for a target moving east is -1.69 dB at a
radar detected radial velocity of 0.2 m/s. At pulse number 2048, the azimuth angle
of the radar to the target is calculated as 84.19◦.
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Figure 8.12: Range-Doppler map of a target moving east (target 1) before DPCA
processing at pulse 2048.
Figure 8.13: Range-Doppler map of a target moving east (target 1) after DPCA
processing at pulse 2048.
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Following the steps in Figure 8.1 and applying the DPCA technique to the data of a
target moving east, from pulse number 2048, gives the range-Doppler map in Figure
8.13. It can be observed that the dominant stationary clutter scatterer power (corner
reflector) is suppressed down to 46.31 dBm circled with white. The target moving
east is circled with black at its expected range and radial velocity with a power level
of 61.14 dBm. The additional orthogonal moving target circled with red is also de-
tected above clutter with a power level of 61.35 dB. The resulting SCR after applying
DPCA technique is found as 14.83 dB for the east moving target at azimuth angel of
84.19◦ to the radar and radial velocity of 0.02 m/s. The total SCR improvement is
then found as 16.52 dB at this target and radar position.
Figure 8.14 presents the range-Doppler map obtained after applying DPCA techni-
que and a threshold of 61 dBm. It can be seen that the east moving target is clearly
detected and indicated with a black circle at the expected range and radial velocity as
calculated in Figure 8.11. The additional orthogonal moving target is also detected
and indicted with a red circle in Figure 8.14. The DPCA technique has shown that
it can suppress stationary clutter and successfully detect a moving target with a cor-
ner reflector (east moving target) and a moving person (orthogonal moving target)
without a corner reflector.
Figure 8.14: Range-Doppler map of a detected target after applying DPCA and a
threshold at pulse number 2048.
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8.2.2.4 Scenario 2 Pulse No. 18000: Target moving east, parallel and
same direction as the radar
The DPCA technique was also applied on data measured with a target moving east
from pulse number 18000. At this pulse number, the east moving target was at
position PoT1 = [(-6+11.988) 115.3 0] and the radar was at position PoP = [(-
18+14.3856) 0 15]. The azimuth angle of the radar to the target at this position was
calculated as 85.24◦. The additional orthogonal moving target was also present during
the measurement of this data. The additional target moving orthogonal towards the
radar was still a person walking on the ground (along target path 3 in Figure 8.10)
without a corner reflector. Figure 8.15 displays the expected range and radial velocity
of the east moving target calculated at the position of pulse number 18000. The east
moving target is expected at range 116.7 m and radial velocity 0.01646 m/s on the
range-Doppler map of data processed from pulse 18000 over 4096 pulses.
Figure 8.15: (b) Expected range and (a) Expected radial velocity at pulse number
18000, for target moving east (target 1).
The range-Doppler map resulting after processing 4096 pulses from pulse number
18000 of data measured with a target moving east is presented in Figure 8.16. The
stationary dominant clutter scatterer (corner reflector) is indicated with a white circle
at range 127.4 m and radial velocity 0.1299 m/s with a power of 64.57 dBm. The east
moving target circled with black is shown at 116.9 m at its expected range, radial
velocity of 0.01 m/s and power level of 62.23 dBm. The orthogonal moving target is
circled with red at range 133.4 m and radial velocity 0.759 m/s. The resulting SCR
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of this processed data is -2.34 dB at a radar detected radial velocity of 0.01 m/s and
azimuth angle of 85.24◦ to the target.
Figure 8.16: Range-Doppler map of a target moving east (target 1) before DPCA
processing at pulse 18000.
Figure 8.17 is obtained after applying the DPCA technique. It can be observed that
the east moving target circled with black is distinguished above stationary clutter
with a power level of 59.59 dBm from Figure 8.17. The power of the stationary corner
reflector circled with white is suppressed down to 55.2 dBm after DPCA processing.
The resulting SCR after applying DPCA is calculated as 4.39 dB at the radar azimuth
angle of 85.24◦ to the target and radial velocity of 0.01 m/s. The SCR improvement at
this radar and target position is then calculated as 6.73 dB. The additional orthogonal
moving target circled with red is indicated with a lower power level of 54.95 dBm after
DPCA processing. The moving target power and the total SCR improvement after
DPCA show a decreasing trend as the radial velocity detected by the radar decreases
and as the azimuth angle to the target increases towards 90◦. This is because the
moving target power signature start to get suppressed together with stationary clutter
as the radial velocity decreases due to an increasing radar azimuth angle to the target.
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Figure 8.17: Range-Doppler map of a target moving east (target 1) after DPCA
processing at pulse 18000.
8.2.2.5 Results Summary
Table 8.1 presents a summary of the results achieved by applying the DPCA techni-
que on measured data at different radar and target positions. It can be observed
that the DPCA technique is able to suppress clutter, improve the SCR and indicate
ground moving targets on measured radar data. The SCR improvement of the DPCA
technique, however, depends on the target radial velocity (VrP0) after arresting the
motion of the radar platform and the azimuth angle to the target. The radial velo-
city, VrP0 , is calculated by taking the ground velocity of the moving target alone and
projecting it on the radar line of sight without the influence of the radar platform
velocity. This is because the radar platform velocity was arrested by introducing a
pulse shift on the aft antenna and hence co-registering the two receive channels. The
radial velocity, Vr, is calculated with both the target ground velocity and the radar
platform velocity taken into account.
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Table 8.1: Summary of DPCA SCR improvement results obtained from measured
data.
Target
Direction
Pulse Azimuth Radial Radial SCR bef. SCR aft. SCR
Number Angle Vel.(Vr) Vel.(VrP0) DPCA DPCA Imp.
West 12000 81.44◦ 0.34 m/s 0.15 m/s -2.74 dB 8.8 dB 11.54 dB
West 24200 89.32◦ 0.0299 m/s 0.014 m/s 0.49 dB 1.79 dB 1.3 dB
East 2048 84.19◦ 0.02 m/s -0.10 m/s -1.69 dB 14.83 dB 16.52 dB
East 18000 85.24◦ 0.01 m/s -0.082 m/s -2.34 dB 4.39 dB 6.73 dB
Table 8.1 show that the SCR improvement decreases as the target radial velocity
(VrP0) detected by the radar decreases. The SCR improvement decreases because as
the radial velocity decreases the received moving target power gets attenuated by the
DPCA technique as presented by Equation 8.1 [12].
zDPCA =
∣∣∣asin(pidVrP0
λVp
)∣∣∣ (8.1)
Equation 8.1 shows the relationship between radial velocity (VrP0) and the target
power received. Plotting Equation 8.1 for various radial velocity results in the green
graph of Figure 8.18. This is the ideal response of DPCA technique for a target
moving west (target 2), given a channel spacing (d) of 118.5 mm, platform velocity
(Vp) of 1.2 m/s and wavelength (λ) of 0.0545 m. It is observed that as VrP0 decreases
to zero, the target received power also decreases and makes a notch at around 0
m/s. The blue plot in Figure 8.18 show the power received from the measured radar
data used to assess the performance of DPCA. It can be observed that the received
target power from the measured data also decreases as the radial velocity (VrP0)
decreases and follows the ideal DPCA response plotted in green. Hence, the results
of the DPCA technique obtained with measured radar data correspond with the
theoretical expected response of DPCA as presented by Equation 8.1. Assessment of
the DPCA technique with simulated data from Chapter 7 also gave a DPCA response
that corresponds to the one achieved with real measured radar data.
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Figure 8.18: Moving target DPCA response.
The DPCA response represented by Equation 8.1 show that the DPCA technique
does not only suppress stationary clutter but also attenuates targets that are moving
slow at a radial velocity close to zero. Chiu and Livingstone in [43], presented that
targets are considered slow moving if their radial velocity Vr < λVp/8d, which is
the minimum detectable velocity. With the parameters used to measure data in this
experiment, the minimum detectable velocity is calculated as 0.069 m/s.
8.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis of DPCA Technique
DPCA technique requires that the radar data recorded with multiple channels be
well co-registered and channel balanced. This will allow for effective clutter sup-
pression and improvement of the SCR as discussed and observed in subsection 8.2.
Co-registration for the DPCA technique is governed by the data collection mode used
during the recording of the radar data. The data collection mode used in this in-
vestigation is the standard data collection mode. This mode requires that the aft
antenna travel half the chosen antenna baseline for it to image the same point in
space that the fore antenna imaged at a different time. This is achieved by introdu-
cing a delay in the recorded data of the aft antenna. This delay is determined by the
chosen antenna baseline, system PRI and the platform speed. The time it takes the
aft antenna to travel half the antenna baseline determines the number of pulses to
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be shifted in order to introduce the time delay in the recorded data of the aft channel.
Once the required time delay is correctly introduced on the aft antenna, the re-
corded data of the two channels will be of the same point in space at different time
instances hence enabling change to be detected in the imaged area from channel to
channel. However, on real measured radar data, it is difficult to maintain constant
radar platform velocity which makes it difficult to determine the time delay requi-
red to align the aft antenna pulses with that of the fore antenna, hence resulting in
co-registration errors.
Figure 8.19: Mean clutter power before and after DPCA for data with target moving
east along target path 1
Co-registration errors result in the increase of the residual clutter after applying
DPCA. An increase in residual clutter means a decreased SCR improvement perfor-
mance and an increased number of false target detections.
Each data recording session has its own unique co-registration requirements because
the radar platform speed was slightly different for each recording session. Figure 8.19
presents the co-registration requirements for optimal clutter suppression on data re-
corded with a target moving east, parallel and same direction as the radar (target 1).
The mean residual clutter power is obtained from several range bins of interest with
only clutter present after DPCA processing. The pulse shift number represent the
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total amount of pulses to shift in order to introduce the required time delay for opti-
mal clutter suppression. The region with the least mean residual clutter from Figure
8.19 give the optimum number of pulses to discard in order to align and co-register
the aft antenna with the fore antenna for clutter suppression. Pulse shift number 111
from Figure 8.19 give a minimum residual clutter power of 26.13 dBm. This pulse
shift number was used to introduce a delay on the recorded data of a target moving
east (target 1).
Figure 8.20: Mean clutter power before and after DPCA for data with target moving
west along target path 2
The optimum pulse shift number for data recorded with a target moving west, pa-
rallel and opposite direction to the radar (target 2), is determined from Figure 8.20.
The optimum pulse shift number is 83 pulses which result in a mean residual clutter
power of 19.7 dBm. The pulse shift number gave the required time delay to align the
aft antenna with the fore antenna for data recorded with a target moving west (tar-
get 2). It can be observed from Figure 8.19 and Figure 8.20 that the co-registration
requirements for the two cases of the recorded data are unique for each case.
To illustrate the sensitivity of the DPCA technique to co-registration errors in this
study, the two radar channels were intentionally miss-aligned by several pulses obtai-
ned from Figure 8.20. The radar data were measured in a controlled environment with
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a PRF of 1501.5 Hz and an antenna baseline of 118.5 mm. According to Equation
2.8, the required platform velocity was calculated as 1.2 m/s which was the maximum
velocity of the radar platform used. To perform channel co-registration of the fore
and aft radar channels with the PRF, antenna spacing and platform velocity used,
the pulses of the aft antenna are required to be shifted forward by 74 pulses. This is
equivalent to a total time of 49.375 ms, which is the time it takes the aft antenna to
travel half the chosen baseline and hence image the same point in space as the fore
antenna at different times.
Figure 8.19 shows that the required pulse shift for channel co-registration is 111
pulses and not 74 as per theoretical calculation. Figure 8.20 also shows that the re-
quired pulse shift for co-registration is 83 pulses. These pulse shifts are different from
the theoretically calculated pulse shift due to the fact that the theoretical calculation
assumes that the radar platform velocity will remain constant at 1.2 m/s for the whole
recording time which is not the case during real radar data measurement. A pulse
shift of 111 pulses is equivalent to a time delay of 73.93 ms with a PRF of 1501.5 Hz.
This time delay means the radar platform was travelling at an average velocity of
0.80 m/s during the recording of data with a target moving east (target 1). A pulse
shift number of 83 pulses equates to a time delay of 55.28 ms which means the radar
platform was travelling at an average velocity of 0.999 m/s during the recording of
data with a target moving west (target 2).
Figure 8.4 from subsection 8.2.1 presented the results obtained after co-registration
of the data recorded with a target moving west (target 2) by shifting the aft channel
by 83 pulses. The resulting SCR after applying the DPCA technique was found as
8.8 dB in Figure 8.4. Co-registering the two channels by shifting the aft channel by
145 pulses and applying DPCA technique results in the range-Doppler map of Figure
8.21. The SCR from Figure 8.21 is calculated as -7.22 dB which is less than that of
Figure 8.4. The reduction in SCR indicates that there is more residual clutter power
(72.13 dBm) in Figure 8.21 than there is in Figure 8.4 after DPCA processing. This is
due to the antenna misalignment and co-registration errors. With this co-registration
errors, the DPCA technique is unable to suppress clutter and indicate the ground
moving target as Figure 8.21 shows.
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Figure 8.21: Range-Doppler map after DPCA processing with co-registration errors
on data with a target moving west (target 2).
8.3 GMTI using ATI Technique on Measured Ra-
dar Data
ATI is a technique that forms a phase image, also known as an interferogram, using
two SAR images obtained from the same point in space at different times. The phase
image is formed by a conjugate multiplication of two SAR images obtained with
separate radar channels. ATI exploits the fact that the stationary ground scatterers
are expected to contribute the same phase on the two radar channels when they
image the same point in space. Hence, a conjugate multiplication of the two images
from the same point in space will result in cancellation (zeroing) of the phase of the
stationary ground scatterers. The ground moving scatterers, however, will have a
non-zero phase due to the fact that they contribute a different phase in the two SAR
channels imaging the same point in space. This ATI property is used to indicate
ground moving targets in the imaged scene.
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8.3.1 Processing Overview
The ATI technique requires that the measured real radar data from the two channels
be co-registered and phase balanced such that the same stationary point in space
contribute the same phase in the two channels. Figure 8.22 presents the flowchart
followed in applying the ATI technique in real data. The flowchart shows the data
pre-processing that needs to be performed before applying the ATI technique. This
pre-processing which includes channel co-registration and channel phase balancing is
discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
Figure 8.22: Flowchart of the ATI technique (copy of Figure 7.18).
8.3.2 ATI Detection of Moving Targets within Clutter
With the correct co-registration and channel balancing, the clutter phase in the fore
and aft channel are expected to be equal and hence forming an interferogram (phase
difference image) with the two channels should cancel the clutter phase to zero radi-
ans. A moving target within the imaged scene will be indicated by a non-zero phase
on the interferogram after cancellation of the phase due to stationary clutter. The
ability of the ATI technique to zero the phase of clutter and indicate the phase of
moving targets in an interferogram was investigated with the same measured data
that was used to investigate the DPCA technique. The measured data were proces-
sed into complex range-Doppler maps and the ATI technique was applied to form
interferograms.
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8.3.2.1 Scenario 1 Pulse No. 12000: Target moving west, parallel and
opposite direction to the radar
The radar data recorded with a target moving west along target path 2 on Figure
5.5 was processed from pulse number 12000 into a complex range-Doppler map. The
ATI technique was then applied to form a phase image presented in Figure 8.23 after
channel balancing and co-registration of the radar channels. The expected target
range and radial velocity at pulse number 12000 was calculated as 131.3 m and 0.3255
m/s respectively.
Figure 8.23: Interferogram of a target moving west processed from pulse number
12000.
Figure 8.23 shows the target induced phase of 1.895 radians circled with black. It
can be observed from Figure 8.23 that most of the clutter phase difference is close to
zero radians. However, for some clutter cells the phase difference remains non-zero.
This is due to actual non-stationary clutter (moving tree leaves and branches) as well
as the volumetric scattering nature of vegetation [44]. This volumetric scattereing
results in temporal decorrelation, introducing a phase difference between the radar
channels as the radar data is recorded [44]. For cells where the signal power is low,
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thermal noise strongly influence the resulting phase difference, leading to a non-zero
phase difference result after ATI is applied.
The stationary corner reflector circled with white, which is the object that was in-
ducing static clutter phase, has a phase difference of -0.029 radians as observed in
Figure 8.23. Hence, the ATI technique can successfully remove the phase of statio-
nary objects from the interferogram and detect the phase of a ground moving target.
This is achieved at a radar azimuth angle of 81.44◦ and radial velocity of 0.399 m/s
to the target.
Applying a threshold of 1.6 radians on the interferogram of Figure 8.23 results in
Figure 8.24. It can be observed from Figure 8.24 that the ATI technique has a high
false alarm rate due to the residual clutter phase caused by the non-stationary clutter
and the random independent noise.
Figure 8.24: Phase image of a target moving west processed from pulse number 12000
with a phase threshold.
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8.3.2.2 Scenario 1 Pulse No. 24200: Target moving west, parallel and
opposite direction to the radar
Figure 8.25 shows an interferogram formed after applying the ATI technique to data
processed from pulse number 24200. The data processed is for a target moving west
along target path 2 from Figure 5.5. It can be observed from Figure 8.25 that the
moving target, circled with black, induced a phase of 1.23 radians at range 131.9 m
and radial velocity 0.03996 m/s. This target is not present at this position in Figure
8.23. At this pulse number (24200), the moving target was theoretically calculated
to be at range 129.9 m with a radial velocity of 0.02627 m/s. The ATI technique also
managed to indicate the phase caused by the stationary corner reflector circled with
white in Figure 8.25 as 0.0061 radians, hence indicating that it is not moving from
channel to channel. This is obtained at a radar azimuth angle of 89.32◦ and radial
velocity of 0.03996 m/s to the target.
Figure 8.25: Interferogram of a target moving west processed from pulse number
24200.
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Figure 8.26: Interferogram of a target moving west processed from pulse number
24200 with a phase threshold.
Thresholding the interferogram in Figure 8.25 with a phase of 1.6 radians results
in Figure 8.26. The ATI technique can indicate the phase of the moving target
as observed, however, the decorrelation caused by noise and non-stationary clutter
increases the false alarm rate of the ATI technique.
8.3.2.3 Scenario 2 Pulse No. 2048: Target moving east, parallel and same
direction as the radar
The ability of the ATI technique to indicate the phase of moving targets within clutter
was also investigated on data recorded with a target moving east along target path 1 in
Figure 5.5. This data had an additional target (a walking person) moving orthogonal
to the radar along target path 3 on Figure 8.10 without holding a corner reflector. This
additional target was experimental to assess whether the ATI GMTI technique can
detect a person walking on the ground without holding a corner reflector to enhance
the radar returns. The data were processed from pulse number 2048 over 4096 pulses
into a range-Doppler map, the ATI technique was then applied after co-registration
and channel balancing to form an interferogram shown in Figure 8.27.
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Figure 8.27: Interferogram of a target moving east processed from pulse number 2048.
It is observed on Figure 8.27 that the phase of the stationary corner reflector (static
clutter) circled with white is -0.007 radians, this is how much phase change it had bet-
ween the two radar channels used to form the interferogram. This small phase change
indicates that it is stationary. However, in other clutter regions there is some residual
clutter phase caused by temporal decorrelation of vegetation and non-stationary clut-
ter. The additional target moving orthogonal to the radar is detected with a phase of
2.622 radians as indicated by the red circle. The target moving east and parallel to
the radar was theoretically calculated to be at a range of 116.9 m and radial velocity
of 0.02 m/s at pulse number 2048.
The moving target position is circled with black in Figure 8.27 and is detected with
a phase of -0.075 radians. This phase is approximately zero radians which means
the east moving target is not detected by the ATI technique at this radar and target
position with an azimuth angle of 84.19◦.
A phase threshold of 1.6 radians on the phase image in Figure 8.27 results in the
interferogram of Figure 8.28. It can be observed that the false alarm rate is high and
the east moving target circled with black together with the orthogonal moving target
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circled with red are undistinguishable from the phase image with a phase threshold
applied.
Figure 8.28: Phase image of a target moving east processed from pulse number 2048
with a phase threshold.
8.3.2.4 Scenario 2 Pulse No. 18000: Target moving east, parallel and
same direction as the radar
The data of a target moving east and parallel to the radar was further processed
from pulse 18000. At this pulse number, the azimuth angle of the radar to the target
position was calculated as 85.24◦.
The interferogram presented in Figure 8.29 was achieved after applying the ATI
technique. Figure 8.29 shows that the phase of the stationary corner reflector cir-
cled with white is 0.057 radians together with most of the stationary clutter. The
additional target moving orthogonal to the radar is detected with a phase of 3.057
radians circled with red in Figure 8.29. The east moving target is circled with black
at its expected range with a phase of -2.884 radians. The residual phase of the dyna-
mic clutter is also present in the interferogram of Figure 8.29 after applying the ATI
technique.
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Figure 8.29: Interferogram of a target moving east processed from pulse number
18000.
Figure 8.30: Interferogram of a target moving east with a phase threshold.
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Figure 8.30 prresents the obtained phase image after applying a phase threshold of
1.6 radians. It is observed that the phase of the east moving target has been zeroed at
its expected position circled with black. This is due to the fact that its radial velocity
is inducing a phase that is below the set phase threshold. The orthogonal moving
target circled with red is present. The presence of non-stationary clutter phase and
noise is also observed in Figure 8.30.
8.3.2.5 Results Summary
The results achieved by the ATI technique on the measured data is summarized in
Table 8.2. It is observed that the ATI technique can well show static clutter phase
(stationary corner reflector) as approximately zero radians. This is because the phase
of the stationary corner reflector is correlated and equal in channel 1 and channel 2
and hence appears as zero radians in the phase difference image (interferogram).
The non-stationary clutter phase caused by the movement of tree branches and leaves
together with the random noise phase result in residual clutter phase in the formed
interferograms after applying the ATI technique. The non-stationary clutter phase
can only be subtracted to a certain level even with correct channel balancing and
co-registration. This is because as the tree branches and leaves move, they induce a
different phase on each radar channel (temporal decorrelation). This result in une-
qual phase in the radar channels which does not subtract down to zero radians when
the ATI technique is applied. Zebker and Villasenor in [44], found that only 2-3 cm
rms motion decorrelates the phase in signals of a C-band system [44]. Hence, with
the rapid and random motion of foliage, temporal decorrelation is unavoidable which
affects the performance of the ATI technique.
Table 8.2: Summary of the ATI technique clutter cancellation extent achieved on
measured radar data.
Target
Direction
Pulse Azimuth Radial Radial Clutter Phase Target Phase
Number Angle Vel.(Vr) Vel.(VrP0) After ATI After ATI
West 12000 81.44◦ 0.39 m/s 0.15 m/s -0.029 radians 1.895 radians
West 24200 89.32◦ 0.039 m/s 0.014 m/s 0.0061 radians 1.23 radians
East 2048 84.19◦ 0.02 m/s -0.10 m/s -0.007 radians -0.075 radians
East 18000 85.24◦ 0.013 m/s -0.082 m/s 0.057 radians -2.884 radians
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The east moving target appears not to be well detected by the ATI technique as
observed in Table 8.2, however, the west moving target as well as the orthogonal
moving target are well detected by the ATI technique with some residual clutter
phase present. The radial velocity, Vr, on Table 8.2 is calculated by taking the radar
platform velocity and the moving target velocity into account while the radial velocity,
VrP0 , is calculated by only taking into account the moving target velocity with the
platform motion arrested.
8.3.3 Sensitivity Analysis of ATI Technique
The ATI technique, just like the DPCA technique, is sensitive to channel misalign-
ments or co-registration errors. The co-registration errors could be because of the
non-constant platform velocity or an offset in the radar channel spacing. This all
result in spatial baseline decorrelation between the receive channels. With a con-
stant system PRF, any change in the initially calculated platform velocity or channel
spacing, causes spatial baseline decorrelation which result in co-registration errors ac-
cording to Equation 2.8. This co-registration errors will result in the non-cancellation
of stationary clutter phase on the phase difference image formed by the ATI technique
and hence result in false detections of the ground moving targets.
The measured data were recorded with a PRF of 1501.5 Hz, an antenna baseline
of 118.5 mm and a radar platform moving at a top velocity of 1.2 m/s. Correct
co-registration of the radar channels required for the standard data collection mode
requires that the aft radar channel data be delayed by 74 pulses which is an equi-
valent of 49.375 ms. This is ideally the time it takes the aft antenna to travel half
the selected antenna baseline and image the same point in space as the fore antenna.
However, the radar platform does not always travel at a constant velocity of 1.2 m/s.
Figure 8.31 shows the resulting residual clutter phase as a result of pulse misalig-
nment as well as noise after applying the ATI technique. It can be observed that the
residual clutter is random, which displays the phase sensitivity of the ATI technique
to noise and co-registration errors.
Before applying the ATI technique in subsection 8.3.2, the data measured with a
target moving west, parallel and opposite direction to the radar (along target path 2)
was co-registered by discarding the first 83 pulses of the aft antenna, which is equiva-
lent to introducing a time delay of 55.28 ms to the data of the aft channel. Applying
a different time delay to the data of the aft channel results in the interferogram of
Figure 8.32.
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Figure 8.31: Residual clutter phase after applying the ATI technique.
Figure 8.32: Interferogram after applying ATI technique on channel miss-aligned
data.
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Figure 8.32 shows how spatial baseline decorrelation and co-registration errors af-
fect the performance of the ATI technique. The sensitivity of phase to any 2-3 cm
(C-band) position change of objects makes the ATI technique sensitive, hence, any
channel alignment errors affect the performance of the technique significantly as ob-
served in Figure 8.32. It is also observed that the target is indistinguishable from
the clutter phase and the ATI technique fails in indicating its position in the imaged
area.
8.4 Comparison of DPCA and ATI Performance
on Measured Data
Radar data were measured in a controlled environment with known scene features
and co-operating ground moving targets. The DPCA GMTI technique and the ATI
GMTI technique were both applied on the measured radar data to indicate and de-
tect the moving targets within the imaged scene. The performance of the two GMTI
techniques were assessed in-terms of their ability to indicate moving targets within
clutter as well as their sensitivity to system measurement errors. The DPCA techni-
que was evaluated given the received power extracted from the formed range-Doppler
maps and the ATI technique was evaluated given the phase difference from the formed
interferogram.
The DPCA technique showed that it can improve the SCR from -2.74 dB to 8.8
dB for data recorded with a target moving west along target path 2. This is a SCR
improvement of 11.54 dB at a radar detected radial velocity, Vr, of 0.34 m/s and
azimuth angle of 81.44◦ which corresponds to VrP0 of 0.15 m/s with the motion of
the radar arrested. This DPCA SCR improvement is only possible given that the
measured radar data is well co-registered and channel balanced before applying the
technique. The ground moving target was well detected above clutter and singled out
when applying a power threshold of 62 dBm as observed in Figure 8.5. The DPCA
technique was also assessed on data with a target moving east along target path 1.
For this data, the SCR was improved from -1.69 dB to 14.83 dB resulting in a SCR
improvement of 16.52 dB at a radar radial velocity, Vr, of 0.02 m/s and azimuth angel
of 84.19◦ to the target which correspond to VrP0 of -0.10 m/s with the radar platform
motion arrested. With this SCR improvement, the ground moving target was able
to be detected and separated from clutter. A GMTI experiment conducted by Coe
and White in [45] achieved similar clutter suppression extent and SCR improvement
results. It is stated in [45] that the DPCA technique achieved clutter suppression
extent of 15 dB. The clutter suppression extent was then increased to about 20 dB
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by employing an adaptive DPCA technique in [45].
The DPCA response of a moving target obtained with measured data in this study
showed that the SCR improvement decreased as the target radial velocity (VrP0) de-
creased towards zero. This is the theoretically expected DPCA response according to
Equation 8.1 which state that the DPCA technique does not only suppress stationary
clutter but also attenuates the received power of slow moving targets. Hence, the
results obtained with measured radar data agree with the results obtained with the
simulated radar data which both agree with the theoretically expected results. The
moving targets were calculated to be slow moving when their radial velocity, Vr, is
below 0.069 m/s, hence indicating the minimum detectable velocity of the radar used
in this experiment.
The performance of the ATI technique was assessed by its ability to indicate the
phase of a moving target and zero the phase of the stationary scatterers (clutter) on
the ground. For a target moving west along target path 2, parallel and opposite di-
rection to the radar platform, the ATI technique was able to correctly detect it with a
phase of 1.895 radians. The interferometric phase of the stationary dominant clutter
scatterer resulted in a phase difference of -0.029 radians as observed in Figure 8.23.
This was achieved at a radial velocity, Vr, of 0.399 m/s and radar azimuth angle of
81.44◦ to the target which corresponds to VrP0 of 0.15 m/s with the platform velocity
arrested.
Most of the clutter phase on the interferogram is down to zero radians indicating
that the scatterers are stationary except for some patches with non-zero phase. The
non-stationary clutter due to the movement of the tree leaves and the bushes resulted
in some clutter phase that did not correlate from channel to channel even after channel
co-registration and channel balancing. This non-stationary clutter and noise resulted
in patches of non-zero phase in the interferogram formed by the ATI technique. The
non-zero phase can trigger the phase detection threshold and result in false target
detection by the ATI technique. The ATI technique was, however, able to detect the
moving target with non-zero phase and show the phase of the dominant static clutter
scatterer (corner reflector) with zero radians. Similar results were achieved by Zhang
in [19]. AirSAR ATI data were used in [19] to conduct research on the ability of
the ATI technique to be used for GMTI. It was discovered that the ATI technique
can detect moving targets, however, the technique had a high false alarm rate due
to its sensitivity to slight phase changes caused by non-stationary clutter [19]. A
double threshold approach using amplitude-only detection plus phase-only detection
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was then implemented to reduce the false alarm rate of the ATI technique in [19].
The ATI technique was also assessed with a target moving east along target path
1 at a radar azimuth angle of 84.19◦. At this azimuth angle the target was detected
with a radial velocity, Vr, of 0.02 m/s which correspond to VrP0 of -0.10 m/s with ra-
dar platform velocity arrested. The phase of the east moving target was not indicated
above the phase of clutter as Figure 8.27 shows. The phase at the range and radial
velocity that the target was expected to be was indicated as -0.075 radians in Figure
8.27. This showed that the ATI technique observed the moving target as stationary
together with clutter. With the phase of the non-stationary clutter also present, the
ATI technique fails in detecting a target moving east, parallel and same direction as
the radar. However the DPCA technique, at the same radar azimuth angle (84.19◦),
is able to improve the SCR of a target moving east by 16.52 dB and clearly indicate
the moving target above clutter with no false alarms.
Assessing the sensitivity of the DPCA technique to system measurement errors such
as channel misalignment and non-constant radar platform velocity resulted in channel
co-registration errors which affected the performance of the DPCA technique. It was
observed that this co-registration errors resulted in the increase of the residual clut-
ter power while attempting to suppress it. This increase in clutter power was caused
by the fact that when DPCA is applied on miss-aligned radar images, The power
spectra of one image gets added on that of the second image when the images are
subtracted, hence resulting in an increased clutter power because the images are not
co-registered. With co-registration errors, the DPCA technique is unable to detect
the ground moving target on measured radar data because clutter does not get well
suppressed and hence the technique is prone to false detections.
The performance of the ATI technique was also assessed on data with co-registration
errors due to non-constant platform velocity and misaligned radar channels. It was
observed that clutter phase zeroing does not occur when applying the ATI technique
and forming an interferogram on radar data that is not well co-registered. The ATI
technique only works when the phase of the aft channel is balanced and co-registered
with that of the fore channel, any imbalance or co-registration error results in failure
of the ATI technique to distinguish the non-zero phase of the moving target from
the phase of the stationary clutter. Hence, co-registration and channel balancing are
important when applying the DPCA and the ATI GMTI techniques on measured
radar data.
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From the investigation of the DPCA and ATI GMTI techniques with measured radar
data, it can be observed that both the GMTI techniques are able to indicate the
presence of the moving target within clutter, however the ATI technique is prone
to false alarms because of the phase caused by fluctuating (non-stationary) clutter
and random noise from channel to channel. The DPCA technique showed that it is
limited in terms of suppressing clutter from dominant clutter scatterers as residual
clutter is present before applying a threshold. The ATI technique on the other hand
is robust at zeroing the phase of dominant stationary scatterers (like corner reflectors).
The clutter phase zeroing of the ATI technique is sensitive to non-stationary clut-
ter that is caused by movement of the tree leaves, branches and the bushes. The
DPCA technique, on the other hand, is able to suppress the non-stationary clutter
well below the set threshold and indicate the moving target with less false alarms.
Channel balancing and co-registration errors affect both the techniques when it co-
mes to target detections with less false alarms, however, the resulting phase of the
ATI technique is more sensitive to co-registration errors which is compounded by
non-stationary clutter and noise. Similar results were obtained in [10] and in [19]. In
terms of moving target detection within clutter and noise with less false alarms, the
DPCA technique is superior to the ATI technique.
Improved results were obtained in [10] and in [19] when a double threshold appro-
ach was used whereby the DPCA and the ATI technique were combined and used
to indicate ground moving targets. The double threshold approach is applied on the
measured radar data and analysed in the following section.
8.5 GMTI using DPCA and ATI Techniques Com-
bined
The DPCA technique as well as the ATI technique can be combined and used to
indicate ground moving targets. Combining this two techniques is known as the
double threshold approach [19]. The double threshold detection approach involves a
phase threshold from the ATI technique and a magnitude threshold from the DPCA
technique. For a detection to be declared as a true target detection, it has to be
above both the phase threshold and the magnitude threshold. The pixel that does
not pass both the threshold is ignored [19]. This approach was proposed in [19] to
improve the probability of detection and decrease the probability of false alarm for
the ATI technique since pixels dominated by noise will typically be rejected by the
DPCA magnitude threshold.
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8.5.1 Scenario 1 Pulse No. 12000: Target moving west, pa-
rallel and opposite direction to the radar
Figure 8.33 shows an interferogram of a target moving west (target 2) at pulse num-
ber 12000. A phase only threshold of 1.6 radians was applied to the interferogram in
Figure 8.33 and one can observe that the phase of the moving target is not clearly
distinguished from that of non-stationary clutter and noise pixels.
Applying the double threshold approach with the DPCA threshold of 62 dBm to
the same data with a target moving west (target 2) results in the phase image presen-
ted in Figure 8.34. It can be seen that the phase of noise and non-stationary clutter is
ignored and only the phase of the pixel that passes the magnitude threshold obtained
from DPCA and the phase threshold from ATI is indicated. Hence the false alarm
rate of the ATI technique is reduced.
Figure 8.33: Phase image of a target moving west with a phase threshold.
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Figure 8.34: Phase image of a target moving west after applying double threshold.
8.5.2 Scenario 1 Pulse No. 24200: Target moving west, pa-
rallel and opposite direction to the radar
The phase image of a target moving west (target 2) processed from pulse number
24200 is presented in Figure 8.35. A phase threshold of 1.6 radians was applied to
this phase image. It is observed from Figure 8.35 that the position of the moving
target is not clearly distinguished due to the residual phase after applying the ATI
technique.
Applying the double threshold approach reduces the residual clutter and decreases
the rate of false alarms for the ATI technique. Figure 8.36 presents the phase image
after the double threshold approach with a DPCA threshold of 63 dBm.
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Figure 8.35: Phase image of a target moving west with a phase threshold.
Figure 8.36: Interferogram of a target moving west after double thresholding.
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Some residual clutter phase is still present in Figure 8.36 after double thresholding,
this is mainly because at this pulse number the target’s radial velocity (VrP0) is 0.014
m/s which is slow and hence the DPCA technique starts attenuating the target’s re-
ceived power together with that of stationary clutter, so detection is typically missed.
However, lowering the DPCA threshold to still detect the moving target allows more
stationary clutter and noise through the threshold which increases the false alarm
rate. An increased false alarm rate in both the magnitude and phase threshold re-
sults in an increased false alarm rate in the double threshold approach. However, the
observed false alarm rate when using a double threshold approach is much lower than
when using either DPCA or ATI technique alone separately as Figure 8.36 shows.
8.5.3 Scenario 2 Pulse No. 2048: Target moving east, paral-
lel and same direction as the radar
Figure 8.37: Phase image of a target moving east with a phase threshold.
The data recorded with a target moving east, parallel and same direction as the ra-
dar (target 1) also had an experimental target walking orthogonal towards the radar
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(target 3) without a corner reflector. Figure 8.37 presents the phase image of the two
ground moving targets after applying ATI with a threshold of 1.6 radians. The east
moving target is circled with black and the orthogonal moving target is circled with
red. The residual clutter phase is also present around the moving targets which can
trigger the phase threshold.
Figure 8.38 presents the phase image after applying the double threshold approach
with a DPCA threshold of 61 dBm. It can be seen that the residual clutter phase
have been reduced significantly as compared to the single phase threshold case in
Figure 8.37. Hence the double threshold approach reduces the false alarm rate of ATI
technique and reduces its sensitivity to non-stationary clutter phase and noise phase.
Figure 8.38: Interferogram of a target moving east after double thresholding.
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8.5.4 Scenario 2 Pulse No. 18000: Target moving east, pa-
rallel and same direction as the radar
Figure 8.39: Interferogram of a target moving east with a phase threshold.
Figure 8.40: Interferogram of a target moving east after double thresholding.
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At pulse number 18000, the interferogram of a target moving east and parallel to
the radar is presented in Figure 8.39 after applying a phase threshold of 1.6 radians.
It is seen that the phase of noise and non-stationary clutter is still present in the
interferogram after applying a phase threshold. Applying a double threshold with a
DPCA threshold of 54.9 dBm to the inteferogram gives the results in Figure 8.40. It
is observed that the residual clutter phase is reduced as compared to Figure 8.40 and
the othorgonal moving target (target 3) is indicated circled with red while the east
moving target (target 1) is cancelled as it did not pass the phase and the magnitude
threshold.
8.6 Conclusion
The performance of the two selected GMTI techniques were assessed with measured
radar data in this chapter. The performance of a double threshold approach which
combines the DPCA and the ATI technique was also investigated. The double thres-
hold approach reduced the false alarm rate and detected the moving targets better
than DPCA and ATI alone, this is mainly because it uses both the magnitude and
phase thresholds for detection. The performance comparison of the DPCA and ATI
techniques showed that both the techniques are able to detect and indicate the mo-
ving target on measured radar data. However, the obtained results indicated that
the DPCA technique alone is robust in performance than the ATI technique alone in
terms of indicating moving targets with noise and non-stationary clutter present. The
ATI technique is also more sensitive to co-registration errors due to the sensitivity of
phase to decorrelation between the channels. The following chapter will summarise
and conclude all findings of this study.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
In this work, five GMTI techniques were reviewed and investigated in the literature
review. The reviewed techniques were DPCA, ATI, IAA algorithm, STAP algorithm
and VSAR for GMTI. Two techniques from the five were then implemented and tes-
ted with simulated data and measured radar data. The two techniques are DPCA
and ATI. A double threshold approach which combines the ATI technique and the
DPCA technique was also explored and tested with measured radar data.
The data used to evaluate the performance of the two techniques was simulated
using a radar simulator implemented by the CSIR. The simulator only generated raw
radar data and the raw radar data were processed into range-Doppler maps in this
study. The measured raw radar data were recorded with a C-band FMCW radar in a
controlled experiment with known features and also with co-operating ground moving
targets. The performance of the techniques on simulated data and on real measured
radar were assessed in terms of their ability to indicate moving targets within clutter
and noise and their sensitivity to errors in their system setup.
The DPCA technique displayed that it can indicate the presence of moving targets
within stationary clutter, non-stationary (fluctuating) clutter and noise. The DPCA
technique improved the SCR by more than 8 dB in the measured radar and target
scenarios with radial velocity greater than 0.069 m/s. The performance of the ATI
technique deteriorated on measured radar data as the technique is sensitive to the
phase caused by non-stationary clutter and noise. The ROC curves of both ATI
and DPCA on simulated data also displayed that ATI technique is more sensitive
to co-registration errors as compared to the DPCA technique. The DPCA techni-
que achieved a Pd of 80.04% while ATI achieved a Pd of 34.53% for the same Pfa
of 0.1517. This leads to the conclusion that the DPCA technique alone is a better
practical choice in terms of indicating moving targets within clutter with minimum
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false alarms and it is also less sensitive to co-registration errors than the ATI techni-
que. The double threshold approach detected ground moving targets with less false
alarms than DPCA and ATI alone on measured radar data and it also showed that it
is less affected by noise and non-stationary clutter than DPCA and ATI alone. Hence
the double threshold approach is more robust than both ATI and DPCA techniques
on their own in terms of moving target indication within clutter and noise.
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